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**Brown Bag Concerts**

**Spring 1983**

**1st Week—DUNCAN PLAZA**

May 2—Astral Project Guest Appearance, Bobby McFerrin

May 3—Jacob Sicambra and his French Quarter Quartet

May 4—Ellis Marsalis Quartet

May 5—Komenka Ethnic Dance Ensemble—11:30-12:15

New Orleans Contemporary Dance Center—12:15-1:00

May 6—Synergy

**2nd Week—DUNCAN PLAZA**

May 9—Hot Three

May 10—The Lifers

May 11—Andrew Hall's Society Jazz Band—11:30-1:00

May 12—Delta Festival Ballet

11:30-12:15

Jazzercise—12:15-1:00

May 13—Bill & Bobbie Malone's Country Band

**3rd Week—Indoor Location**

**GALLIER HALL**

May 16—CAC Play—11:30-12:15

Kumbuka—12:15-1:00

May 17—CAC Play—11:30-12:15

Spencer Boren—12:15-1:00

May 18—CAC Play—11:30-12:15

John Mooney's Bluesiana Band—12:15-1:00

May 19—The Jive

May 20—Priscillo—11:30-12:15

Chantrez—12:15-1:00

**3rd Week—Various Locations**

May 16—1515 Poydras

Majestic Brass Band

May 17—One Shell Square

Woodenhead

May 18—Boqgs Mall

Mt. Pontchartrain String Band

May 19—Board of Trade Center on Magazine—Allegro

May 20—Rivergate Entrance—Poydras

Clyde Kerr's "Big Band Sound's" Orchestra

All these lunch time concerts are FREE and open to the public.

THE DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
NEW ORLEANS CONTEMPORARY LIVING

We specialize in the basics for living in the ’80s: spacious decks...hot tubs and dipping pools...lofts that utilize otherwise wasted space...passive solar lighting that opens a room to the sky—a natural blend of contemporary features with old style charm.

We custom build to your specifications and needs creating a comfortable atmosphere that reflects your taste and personality!

Call us today. We are a bonded, licensed and insured firm and would be happy to give you a free estimate.

DANNA SUTTON RENOVATIONS, INC.

4121 Orleans Avenue
New Orleans, La. 70119
Phone 486-6025 or 525-9508

First time...
Second line to Kinko’s

FOR YOUR BAND POSTERS • REDUCTIONS • COLOR COPIES
11 x 17 COPIES • COLORED PAPER

801 HOWARD/581-2541
1039 BROADWAY/866-6156
1140 S. CARROLLTON/861-8016
1531 METAIRIE RD./831-8720
Ramsey McLean's music can be hard to pin down. It often contains unusual timing and inventive, moody melodies so it must be jazz. His technique and demeanor obviously reflect at least a basic classical influence, but just when you think he's getting almost too serious, he throws in a phrase that smacks of rock 'n roll. His technique and ventive, moody melodies so it's hard to pin down.

It was long ago coming, but finally there is an outlet for the producer of non-commercial film and video in New Orleans. For the past three years, the film and video program of the Contemporary Arts Center has been presenting some of the best independently-produced works in these media. Before this program came into existence, New Orleans had no forum for film and video being produced outside of the confines of the Hollywood-New York corporate structure, a serious oversight for a city that considers itself a major cultural center.

In the early days of this program, there was only the desire to bring independent film to the masses and very little else to work with. Equipment was either borrowed or rented. There were occasions when the noise of an antiquated projector would drown out the sound of the film it was projecting.

The showings were often held in whatever area of the cavernous structure on Camp Street was not in use at the moment. One memorable evening the program was presented in the downstairs gallery. Every time a car passed on St. Joseph Street, the headlights shone directly on the screen. Another night, an upstairs location had been secured. The late spring evening was warm and an effort was made to air-condition the area in front of enormous box fans.

The theatre is intimate and comfortable. The image on the screen is a scene from Richard Bienvenu's Champions. The capacity crowd, who chose to brave the elements on a rainy January night, is obviously enjoying the film about a boy who doesn't realize his hero, an ex-prize fighter, is also the evil television wrestler known as Satan's Sadist.

The second year saw a permanent space allotted for a theatre area, but as there were no walls or doors, there was only space. Through many hours of unpaid labor, with the use of donated materials, the space was transformed into the Media Room.

Also in the second year, through the efforts of Susan Horowitz, the program's coordinator, a budget was obtained to bring guest speakers. These visiting artists show their work and occasionally give workshops in their areas of specialization.

In the program's third year of existence, a complete schedule of speakers, workshops, and films and video tapes is being offered. Still to come is the Festival of New Works featuring the winning entry by Orleanian Steven Bienvenu's film, which could later be heard rattling the interior of their jam-packed yellow school bus.

The next scheduled open screening is May 18. Everyone is encouraged to bring 8mm or 16mm films or 1/4" video tapes.

- Jim Taylor
When the clock struck ten p.m. on Friday, April 8 at Tipitina's, eleven-year-old Derrick Maitre had to be awakened from his nap in the upstairs dressing-room; you see, it was past his regular bedtime. He took the stage with his seventy-nine-year-old predecessor, Ambrose Thibodeaux, on accordion, for a set of traditional Cajun music as part of WWOZ's successful month-long Cajun and Zydeco Festival '83.

The old Cajun songs have customarily been passed down first hand from generation to generation so it's not surprising to find "te-bay" and "pere-pere" sharing the stage. What is surprising is the number of highly-accomplished two-steppers in the Crescent City, many in voluntary displacement from the colder northern regions. All it takes is a few pounds of perfectly boiled spillway crawfish and a few hot nights of Rockin' Dopsie or Marcel Dugas and your typical yankee-in-exile could well never see the snow fall again.

Symphony In Black, conceived by Moses Hogan, Community Projects Coordinator for the Orchestra, showcases black artists—local and national—as a point of connection between the Symphony and the black community of New Orleans. With that impetus, the Symphony draws from black and white, modern and classical traditions to assemble a concert for the entire community. It's known to be a sell-out, so get your tickets ahead of time. With a nod to the national holiday, the hour-plus musical program this year will finish with the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" in full regalia.

—Virginia Levie

Classic Jazz

Jazz, ragtime, and the New Orleans Symphony Orchestra together again. The fourth annual Symphony In Black will go on at the Orpheum on Memorial Day, May 30 at 8 p.m. With the likes of Kent Jordan, flute, and Edward Kidd Jordan, sax, joining the jazz ensemble, this year's program includes excerpts from Scott Joplin's ragtime opera, Treemonisha, as well as numbers by Verdi and Carman Moore. Led by guest conductor Isaiah Jackson from the Rochester Philharmonic, the Symphony will feature LaVergne Monette as soprano.

Symphony In Black, conceived by Moses Hogan, Community Projects Coordinator for the Orchestra, showcases black artists—local and national—as a point of connection between the Symphony and the black community of New Orleans. With that impetus, the Symphony draws from black and white, modern and classical traditions to assemble a concert for the entire community. It's known to be a sell-out, so get your tickets ahead of time. With a nod to the national holiday, the hour-plus musical program this year will finish with the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" in full regalia.

—Virginia Levie

Skip and the Senator

New Orleans has a new record distributor: Gulf South Recording Supply opened this past month, formed by Sea-Saint recording engineer Skip Godwin and local record man Senator Jones. The company hopes to fulfill a two-fold purpose by supplying tape to many of the area's local recording studios and to promote many of the city's smaller independent labels.

Besides Jones' Hep Me and J.B.'s labels, they are handling Renegade, Smoky Mary and Kokomo and some of Sea-Saint's house labels. According to the owners, they will promote their products into Louisiana and parts of Texas, Florida, Alabama and Mississippi. Despite Godwin's association with Sea-Saint, he claims the new company is completely independent of the studio. According to Godwin, "It's just frustrating watching records come out of New Orleans and go nowhere. I've been wanting to do something about it for a long time so we decided to try and distribute ourselves."

Presently the business is operating out of an old barber shop at 2403 Lavender Street, and adjacent to Sea-Saint Studio, but the new owners hope to move as soon as more labels become available.

—Almost Slim

Tuts Inks Record Deal

The above historic moment captures David Winstein (standing) and New Orleans pianist Tuts Washington signing the latter's first-ever recording contract on March 21. Tuts wasted little time, recording over twenty songs at UltraSonic over the next two days. The album, which should be available by July, was finalized with the Great Southern Record Company, who leased the session to Rounder Records for national and worldwide distribution.

Despite Tuts' stature in the city's musical community and the high regard for his mastery of the keyboard, Tuts had previously maintained a caution towards recording. His only previous recording was as a sideman on Smiley Lewis and Captain John Handy's Deluxe recordings during the late Forties and early Fifties.

Now an energetic 76, Tuts has long been an influence on many of the city's pianists. The album will demonstrate his versatility and trace contributions to the city's identifiable piano tradition. "A lil' bit 'a everythin'," winks Tuts.

Don't miss Tuts inside the Jazz Tent May 7 at the Fair Grounds.

—Almost Slim
The Olympia Brass Band

One hundred years after the founding of the Olympia Serenaders, Dejan's band is still calling the faithful home.

Mention New Orleans to most any out-of-towner and he will quite often be overtaken by romantic dreams of brass bands merrily making their way through cobblestoned streets of the Vieux Carre playing "The Saints," leading the way for a fallen brother to St. Louis No.1 cemetery, or on their way to a parade or a ra de.

While the preceding impression is now sadly based on past rather than present fact, the spectacle of a New Orleans brass band has left an indelible impression on the minds of people throughout the world.

The primary torch bearer of the brass band tradition is Harold Dejan's Olympia Brass Band, which celebrates its 100th Anniversary (well, more or less, as we'll see) this year. Such is the worldwide popularity of the Olympia "aggregation" that on any given day they could be summoned to tour Europe, open a shopping mall in Minneapolis, perform at the White House for the President, or maybe just play "The Saints" on the way back from St. Louis No.1.

Brass bands are one of the cornerstones of the New Orleans musical tradition. The roots of both jazz and rhythm and blues can be traced back to the development of the brass band. It's fairly safe to assume that the first black brass bands were fashioned after the French military bands. During the first half of the 1800's, blacks in New Orleans were the primary employers of the brass bands. These groups formed their own insurance groups, which would hire the bands to parade a paid-up member to the grave, and also use them to entertain members on happier occasions. No less than 13 black organizations in New Orleans were represented by their own brass bands at the funeral of President Garfield in 1871.

By the end of the century a brass band was a guaranteed attraction, as they were used for parades, dances, concerts, picnics, and riverboat excursions, besides funerals. It was during this brass band craze that New Orleans' first man of jazz, Buddy Bolden, born in 1868, grew up to form his own brass band.

After Bolden, a number of the city's other great jazzmen—including Louis Armstrong (who got his start with the Colored Waifs' Home Band)—apprenticed in brass units. Tuts Washington, born in 1907, and one of the city's oldest active musicians, recalls that seeing brass bands was one of his earliest recollections as a child. "We used to follow the bands down the street and beat on pots and cans to keep the beat. Sometimes there'd be two bands on a corner and they'd buck [compete with] each other. I remember one of the first songs we sang was "Woman, don't get funky, 'cause your water's on."

The origin of the present Olympians can be traced back to 1883, when the Olympia Serenaders were formed; they doubled as a sit-down ensemble and marching unit, taking their place alongside such other legendary groups as the Imperial, Onward, Eureka, Tuxedo, Camellia, Reliance, Holy Ghost and El Sol brass bands. But as the jazz funeral tradition slowly lost popularity during the early part of this century, many of the brass bands disbanded including the original Olympia Serenaders.

The present Olympians were organized by saxophonist Harold Dejan, who as a youth played with the Serenaders, and revived the name and the tradition in 1958, oddly at the Olympia. Mr. Dejan's band is the oldest brass band in the U.S. and, according to Milton Batiste, who as a youth apprenticed in brass units, Dejan's band is the only brass band to have been continuously active since it was organized by Dejan in 1938.

The group's hard work and persistence paid off and their fortunes began looking up by the mid-Sixties when they made their first album and visited Europe for the first time in 1967 promoting tourism in the South. "That was the best thing that could have happened to us," agrees Dejan. "We played our type of music and those people went crazy for it."

Although the members of the group kept day jobs well into the Seventies, the group's momentum kept building to the point where often two or three versions of the Olympia Band are needed to fill all the requests for engagements on both sides of the Atlantic.

An example of the Olympia's magnetism was summed up by a Brazilian newspaper writer who observed a performance at Ipanema Beach: "The scene was remarkable: thousands of miles from home, some reasonably identifiable New Orleansians were leading a pack of mesmerized Brazilians along a world-famed beach. And like pied pipers, they probably could have led the followers all the way back to the French Quarter and Preservation Hall if they were so inclined."

But even performing in Red Square and under the Arc de Triomphe and a roomful of foreign press clippings has not changed Dejan. "I love to travel and play music," he points out, "but don't get me wrong. I like it here in New Orleans just fine. As long as there's a parade or a funeral to play in New Orleans, you'll see the Olympia. That's for sure."
Game Theory.
When Logic Fails. Blazes of Glory LP available at Leisure Lending.

Coming in June: Pointed Accounts of People You Know maxi EP.

RATIONAL RECORDS
Without the two dozen or so dedicated individuals who work out of a cramped office on North Rampart Street, there wouldn't be a New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

They are the organizers, administrators and planners of what could well be the largest celebration of music, crafts, foods and culture in the world.

Since the festival's humble beginning in 1969, when its organization was a casual proposition for a few people, it has mushroomed into a mind-boggling logistic jigsaw puzzle that involves an entire year of planning and literally thousands of individuals in various capacities.

"Sometimes I can't even believe how fast the festival's grown in such a short time," speculates Anna Zimmerman, the festival's public relations director, during an uncustomed lull in the office's usual chaos in mid-March. "But I can't see us getting any bigger; the last few years, the crowds have been self-regulatory. Our goal isn't to get bigger. It's to organize things more effectively and correct the mistakes we made the year before."

Zimmerman's duties include dealing with the festival promotion and securing festival sponsors. This particular morning she's discussing the hiring of an assistant to help Jackie Platou, the ticket manager (who drives over from Bogalusa each morning) with her bookkeeping.

After agreeing on the applicant, Zimmerman begins bargaining via the phone with a soft drink company "who's interested in working with the festival," and returning a dozen or so rejections from various media sources requesting complimentary tickets. "Every newspaper in the country writes for free tickets," says Zimmerman, pointing to a stack of unopened mail. "We try to accommodate the local press, because we feel it's a local festival. If we gave all the media people what they asked for, we'd go broke!"

Zimmerman's responsibilities as a sponsorship seeker and fund raiser will especially come into focus in 1983 because of the absence of Schlitz beer as the festival's regular sponsor. Money aside, the rumors surrounding the demise of Schlitz have driven Zimmerman "up a wall."

"People have been calling me up, even some of the people who work during the festival, saying 'I heard there wasn't gonna be any Jazz Fest.' I can't imagine where that started."

"We knew last year that Schlitz was selling out to Stroh's [beer] and that we'd have
to look elsewhere for a different sponsor. Stroh's was interested and sent some people down last year to see how we operated. We told them we had to know if they were interested by September, and then we said October, after we didn't hear from them. Well, we still hadn't heard from them so we took no answer as a no. So in January, all the associate producers sat down the Jazz Festival Foundation members, and we decided to go on without a major sponsor. We just couldn't wait any longer to decide. Then right after we had the meeting, wouldn't you know it? Stroh's made us an offer. But we turned it down because it was less than Schlitz had been committing, and we didn't see a positive gain in going backwards.

According to Zimmerman, the commitment from a major sponsor is of less an importance than most place on it, although the consensus around the office is that the festival will have one for 1984. "We haven't cut our budget at all," points out Zimmerman. "Our budget is $1.5 million and Schlitz donated $150,000, which mostly was spent on advance promotion. We've had a surplus of funds the last two years. The difference in having a major sponsor is that it gives us insurance in case we get a day rained out.

If telephone interruptions are any gauge, Zimmerman is having little problem raising "minor" sponsors. "I've been talking to a lot of potential sponsors," says Zimmerman. "We've been getting lots of support from the public since they heard about us losing Schlitz. Lots of the people we're already working with have voluntarily taken their cut in profits. For example, Ozone Water has agreed to supply water on the infield for nothing, and UNO's film study department is doing our TV commercial. I think a lot of businesses in New Orleans realize the importance of the festival to the city of New Orleans.

While Zimmerman obviously enjoys her work, she's the first to admit that as the festival approaches, temps get shorter and the chaos around the office heightens. "We're constantly working on a deadline," she sighs. "Last week we had to get the advertising and brochure copy to the printer, so we had to know which acts had been contracted. We work on a strict deadline and it's hard to get everybody to realize it. Things can't be late, they just can't.

Across the office, two rooms away, Nancy Ochsenschlager, Festival Director and Associate Producer, is working on her own series of deadlines. She and Tague Richardson, the sight director, are looking at the various logistics of the new Traditional Jazz Tent and the relocation of some of the other tents and stages. She's also trying to finalize the monumental task of preparing over one hundred food booth contracts, which have to be completed inside of the week.

Even though she's virtually swamped in details and paper work, she still takes half an hour to speak to two representatives from the Mount Triumph Missionary Baptist Church, who have run the fried chicken booth since the festival's inception. During the conversation they work out the number of passes to be allocated to the church members, the new regulations from the Board of Health, the shuttle system they'll use to bring the chicken from the Fair Grounds kitchen to the booth, and the pricing guidelines. When they leave, there's plenty of handshaking and a final exchange of pleasantries.

"It's like this most of the time," says Ochsenschlager. "The food booths are important to us and the churches and social organizations that run them. Some of the groups have built new churches and rectories with the money they've made at the festival."

Since Quint Davis left the festival in 1981, a number of his duties fell on Ochsenschlager's shoulders, who joined the festival as a volunteer in 1976 and worked her way up to assistant director (invariably all the high-ranking positions at the festival are filled by one-time volunteers). According to Tague Richardson, who also shares an office with Ochsenschlager, the transition for her hasn't been easy. "Being a woman and an outsider [Ochsenschlager is from Ann Arbor], she's had a lot of people put up an immediate block. So she's had to work around that block and gain people's confidence. It's been pretty hard but she's done it."

Ochsenschlager is aware of practically every detail of the festival's activities. She does everything from paying the bills to arranging for port-o-lets ("there's never enough," she admits) and arranging for security. The responsibilities and tensions of her position are almost unparalleled. She also knows that an entire year of planning and a million dollars of expense can be washed away if the sky decides to open up, as it often does in New Orleans. "Ugh!" moans Ochsenschlager. "I'm in constant fear of rain. Nothing worse can happen to the festival than rain."

Still, the new draining system installed at the Fair Grounds has helped immensely and no longer will the festival look like the world championship mud wrestling derby it has in past years. "The Fair Grounds people have been so cooperative with the festival. They let us use the grounds in return for the beer concessions."

The Fair Grounds is just one of the myriad companies the festival works with. In the course of an "ordinary day" Ochsenschlager is also in touch with a company that builds board roads, a tent company, an electrician and a rope supplier, among others. "The logistics are unbelievable, and everything has to be taken care of by the first day of the festival. Like how are you gonna boil fifty pounds of shrimp out in the middle of an open field?"

Despite the immense workload, the festival's atmosphere obviously enchants Ochsenschlager as well as the other staff members. "Yeah, it's a lot of tension and work compounded by getting very little sleep [during the festival the staff arrives at 5:30 a.m. and works until after midnight]," admits Ochsenschlager, "but it's exciting," she quickly adds. "To look at what we've created is a feeling that I can't even relate.
It's just this incredible feeling of satisfaction.

"You know what the worst feeling is?" she inquires without prodding. "It's having to tear everything down the week after the festival. It's like having a part of you taken out. It really hurts."

Meanwhile Joanne Schmidt, an associate producer whose duties include booking much of the festival's music, is obviously attending to the worst part of her job.

"No, sorry, it's just too late," she says sternly into the phone.

"Yeah, I got your tape. Try and send it in earlier next year."

"Look, I'm sorry. There's nothing I can do. We've already spent all the budget."

After finally hanging up, the phone again rings immediately and the entire scene is reenacted.

"I get dozens of calls like that every day," sighs Schmidt. "Last month it was all yeses. In March, it's all nos."

Schmidt's specific duties are booking the R&B, bluesgrass, Cajun, country and pop music. Dawn Griffin, who books the blues and sends out all the contracts, and Charlie Bering, who books the major concerts, the Koindu, Latin, college and school bands and contemporary jazz, share the same office. Like Schmidt, they alternate bargaining over the phone with plotting their schedules, which often look like complicated musical jigsaw puzzles.

The task of booking the groups (which is also shared by Dodie Smith-Simmons, traditional jazz; Sherman Washington, gospel; and Cindy Asprodites, kids' music) begins in October, according to Schmidt.

"We get all these great ideas in October and tell George Wein [festival producer] and then his office in New York checks to see if certain artists are available. A lot of times the major acts are in the studio or in Europe or the bands broke up or something, and we have to work around that. By December we start to tighten up the major concerts."

"Then in January we start listening to tapes and records that get submitted and try to see what the festival can use. I try to get out and listen to as many of the musicians as I can. That's the best way to make a decision about a group."

Even though the Jazz Festival books in the neighborhood of 350 acts, the supply of musical talent far outweighs the demand of the festival. Schmidt estimates as many as "maybe a thousand" groups approach the festival.

"One of the criticisms we get is that the same groups play every year, but some people have to be on every year. It wouldn't be a festival without Irma, Lee Dorsey and K-Doe."

Schmidt details some of the booking strategies the festival goes through. "The people from New Orleans come to see the acts from out-of-town and the people from out-of-town come to see local acts. The Jazz Fest is one of the only occasions where people come out to see live music, so we try to present every conceivable type of music to please everybody. But it seems like someone's always left out."

"This year we've tried to put a number
of revues together," details Schmidt, referring to the 1983 festival. "We've got one with David Lastie's group [Taste of New Orleans] and Eddie Bo, K-Doe's got a group with Frankie Ford and Jean Knight, and Tommy Ridgely's gonna back up Bobby Womack and Robert Parker, Windjammer, E.L.S. and a Haitian junkanoo group are some of the new groups this year."

One might imagine that booking your favorite groups for one of the world's largest music festivals would be an ideal occupation, but Schmidt relates the negative aspects of the job. "I can't walk the street or go hear music in peace without somebody coming up and asking me to book their band or getting mad at me for not booking them. Some nights I have nightmares about it."

Schmidt's work is far from over once all the acts are booked. She's also responsible for the monumental task of scheduling all the music at the Fair Grounds. "Usually I stay up for about four days and nights, working on different combinations. It's something that a computer maybe ought to be doing, but I have to balance all this information in my head. Then when I think I've got it down there's invariably conflicts. Guys like Vidacovich and Singleton play in everybody else's groups and they can't be two places at once."

To add to that there's consideration for equipment and instruments at different tents and stages and accessibility for the musicians. "It has to be balanced so that there's not too many people in one part of the Fair Grounds at one time, so I have to play two big acts at the same time at opposite ends of the festival. Then we have to stagger the closing times of the stages so we can clear the grounds and cut down on the jam-ups of people and traffic."

One of the major problems of the festival in 1982 was the sound bleed over from the various stages. This year Schmidt hopes to have eliminated the problem. "We've tried to rearrange the stages in the problem areas and we're experimenting with a new sound system. Last year we had rock 'n' roll sound systems with 90 degree radial horns. This year we're going to stack the speakers instead of spreading them out and we're going to 45 degree radial horns."

While everyone manages a substantial workload and attends to duties in a business-like manner, there's an unusual camaraderie that pervades the office on North Rampart Street. Even though Ochsenschlager is up to her neck in contracts for food vendors and contractors, that doesn't prevent her from joking with Charles Cook, one of the receptionists, over a plate of barbeque ribs that a potential vendor has brought in to sample.

Oddly enough, few of the jazz festival staff get to see any of the music during the ten-day event. "It's just too busy! It sounds strange," admits Ochsenschlager, "but hardly any of us get to hear a note of music. We have a big party when it's over, but I think everybody in this office will tell you they get the biggest satisfaction from just seeing all those people out there having a good time."
Robert Parker's "Barefootin'" is one of the classic New Orleans dance songs, propelled by Wardell Quezergue's horn arrangements (James Rivers on saxophone) and the nasty electric guitar of George Davis. It is an irresistible song, a song so catchy that Madison Avenue utilized the tune to sell Spic 'n' Span a decade after "Barefootin'" was first released. Only Percy Sledge's "When A Man Loves A Woman"—yet another awesome work—prevented "Barefootin'" from becoming the number one song in the nation late in 1967.

Before the great success of "Barefootin'", Robert Parker was known locally as a saxophonist and bandleader. He played on numerous sessions at Cosimo Matassa's studio, recording behind Irma Thomas, Ruth Brown, Frankie Ford, Huey Smith and the Clowns, Chris Kenner and many others.

"The studio did a lot of recording back in those days," explains Parker. Cosimo would call me and tell me he had a session today, tonight or whatever and I would go on over there. Charles Williams was the drummer—'Hungry.' He played in my band at the Tiajuana.

"It was a wild place. The Tiajuana was on Saratoga Street, between Erato and Clio, sitting off Rampart Street, by the overpass—back in there. It's still there but they don't have any entertainment.

"I had the house band in there for about seven or eight years. This was in the middle Forties. That's really where I got my foundation.

"Professor Longhair gave me my big break. He played at a little club across the river called the Pepper Pot. That's where I met him at. I got together with him and I played with him about a year and a half.

"We knew of each other because I was playing at the Tiajuana and he had played at the Caldonia Inn. I used to go by his gigs and talk with him. The next thing I knew I was across the river one Saturday night, just going around, and he needed a saxophone player. I just happened to have my horn in the trunk and I started working with him that night—just sitting in. He was playing 'Mardi Gras in New Orleans' then, but nobody knew about it.

"Professor Longhair was very musically inclined and all he wanted to do was just create. I'd never met a fellow like him on piano—he'd kick that piano with his foot. Every piano that he play on, you could tell it was him because you could see the knocked-off paint on the bottom of it.

"'That's the way he would get his groove. His left hand would be doing one thing, his right hand would be doing something and his foot would be doing something else. That's the way he would play. He had different kinds of rhythm patterns he would use—he had some great things. He didn't record all the things he had in his head. He just recorded the things that people told him to do.

"We'd rehearse every Tuesday across the river at the Pepper Pot. Anyway, we got together at Cosimo's studio when it was down on Rampart Street, went in there about 12 o'clock one day.

"The record company was in town listening to Professor Longhair. He said, 'Well, we're going to do "Mardi Gras In New Orleans."' I said, 'Whatcha going to do—change the background?' And he said, 'We're going to keep the same background.' We just played what he wanted to play and it come out to be alright.

"Of course, he recorded it over with another group, later on in the year [some time in the late 1940s]. But we were the first ones that did it—me and a trumpet player named Al Miller and a drummer named Louis Joseph and Professor Longhair. There was a bass player but I can't recall his name right now.

"There was one microphone. He had the microphone, we didn't have any. We just had to blow loud. Professor Longhair didn't need no microphone in the piano. His hands were just heavy like that—a stone piano player all the way. Professor Longhair and Fats Domino were the only two piano players I knew back in those days raising sand.

"Guitar Slim wasn't in New Orleans yet—he came over later. I think he came..."
NEW ORLEANS: HOME OF JAZZ, ROCK AND ROLL AND... WYAT RADIO

A radio station in New Orleans has a lot to live up to: Louis Armstrong, Fats Domino, Professor Longhair, and a parade of hits by Allen Toussaint, the Nevilles, Frankie Ford, Ernie K-Doe, Lee Dorsey, Irma Thomas, the Dixie Cups, Clarence Frogman Henry, Bobby Mitchell, Tommy Ridgely... the list is endless.

And so is New Orleanians' love for their own music. So WYAT has done what so many have called for year after year. We're putting the sounds we all love on the air. ALL DAY. THE FIFTIES... ROCK AND ROLL... NEW ORLEANS. A GREAT COMBINATION THAT WILL LIVE FOREVER ON 990 AM.
We don't really need to tell you that you ought to see Frankie Ford, Gatemouth Brown, Earl King, the Radiators, John Fred, Eddie Bo, Lee Dorsey, Li'l Queenie, Johnny Adams and the rest of them out at the Fair Grounds. But here are a few people, things and groups that those accustomed to the extraordinary ordinary of New Orleans music might miss otherwise...

Just look at its schedule and you'll quickly see that the Gospel Tent of the Jazz Fair probably burns up more high-octane talent than any other venue at the Fair Grounds—nine or ten groups each day, ranging from soloists to mass choirs of dozens and dozens of pastel-robed saints. Obviously also, Sherman Washington, who coordinates and ultimately chooses the groups for the Festival, really has his work cut out for him, for the world of gospel is fiercely, sometimes un forgivingly, competitive.

This year's schedule includes such unheard-by-us-but-promising-sounding aggregations as the Headstart Singing Angels, the Pure Heart Community Choir (presumably their strength is as the strength of ten) and the Joyful Commanders. There are also lacunae—but we can't hear the Spiritualettes and the Prayer Tower Choir and the Macedonia Male Chorus and the Ott Family every year; perennials like the Gospel Soul Children, the Southern Bells, Lois Dejean's Youth Inspirational Choir, the Friendly Five and Aline White, as well as those sunbeams of stage presence, Camille Hardy (whose smiles and patter and general infectiousness merit sitting in the Tent by themselves) and the avuncular-but-snappy Dr. Daddy-O will all be there, as unaltered by time and tide as anything beloved that one doesn't see enough.

We particularly recommend the following: The Humble Travelers (April 29 at 12:10), a group of moaning, growling ladies of large build with an almost savage style of singing and a grip on the Spirit like a chokehold; the Parish Prison Gospel Chorus, appearing (May 1 at 12:10) through the courtesy of their impresario, Mr. Charles Foti, the Sol Hurok of penology, and always a crowd pleaser—the reasons for which are deceptively simple: first their plangent, they genuinely seem sorrowful/joyous about being onstage in the first place, and second, there is always plenty of family support in the audience—the Gospel Tent beats Sunday Visiting Hours any day; the Harold Lewis Show Case (May 1 at 12:50), which could well be anything—Mr. Lewis, a big handsome former (or perhaps still) Swan Silvertone, has a command of falsetto that makes the Tent's canvas ripple and has even made the usually unflappable/dapper Herman Brown fall out—if his supporting singers can match him, this
1922 Remembered

Legend has it, as it so often does in New Orleans musical history ("History, that exciting and lying old lady," Dumas père called her...), that one evening in 1922 at Kolb's German Restaurant on St. Charles Avenue, socialites from the furthest reaches of that dark continent called Uptown broke into a simultaneous mass Eagle Rock when they heard jazz for the first time as rendered by Johnny DeDroit's Orchestra. While DeDroit, whose Orchestra remained a fixture of the New Orleans music scene through the 1950's, waved his baton, a phantasmagoria worthy of a George Schmidt painting ensued: men in boiled shirts and ladies in hobble-skirts and rope pearls and feathered toques crowded the floor in rampant ecstasy, and gave in to the (then-still-thought-of-as-transient) craze called Jazz!

The Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, an annual phenomenon, has all sorts of events in its 1983 lineup (tours to sites of importance in local jazz history, Danny Barker reminiscing and monologizing and philosophizing for several hours, a demonstration of the way in which ragtime pianists accompanied silent movies) but the most intriguing of all is Through the Streets of the City on May 7, which is nothing less than a recreation of the above historic occasion, where it happened (at Kolb's) with Mr. DeDroit, now in his eighth decade, lured forth from retirement to conduct the Louisiana Repertory Jazz Ensemble in the songs that drove society wild sixty decades ago.

A testimonial to DeDroit, who began as a cornetist with Papa Laine's Reliance Brass Band, and whose ensemble included—at various points—his brother Paul DeDroit on drums, the famous and toothsome clarinetist Tony Parenti, and the famous tango pianist Tom Zimmerman who died in 1923 in his prime, as they say, the evening includes supper, hot music, and dancers in period garb going through the raumbunctious, once-scandalous and still-eye-opening motions of such picturesquely named Terpsichorean endeavors as the Grizzly Bear...
and the Bunny Hug. Diners can also dance, if they can still move after a slab of Kolb's Eva's Kiss Cake, and are encouraged to dress in an appropriately anachronistic style of elegance.

All of this begins at 7:30; the entire evening of leather-burning and gustatory pleasure is a mere $18.50 (don't miss the pig's knuckles if they appear on one of the four optional menus) by reservation, of course. Ticket information at 891-9502.

**Traditional**

By Jon Newlin

It's difficult to restrain oneself when trying to make a list of recommended hot and traditional groups at the Jazz Fair and the Tulane Hot Jazz Classic. For instance, most of the foreign bands are unknown to us but that's no reason to avoid them—we've heard some great stuff from fellows from places like Prague and Stockholm and Canberra and Bombay and Palermo, but we've also heard some stiff, pedantic stuff—the noise made by men who obviously love the music but lack everything save the love and the ability to fit an embouchure in their mouths.

We can wholeheartedly recommend such treasures as Danny and Blue Lu Barker and their Jazz Hounds, for some snappy patter and entertainingly tatty ensemble playing, *The Widespread Jazz Orchestra*, one of the last swing-revival bands around and simply delightful with their brand of expertly played Farmer Brown music, and Joe Turner, who is many things to many men but is to us a peerless jazz singer (he began as a singing waiter in speak easies), even more than a titan of blues-shouting and R&B (all April 30 at the Fair Grounds); Percy Humphrey and the Crescent City Haymarmakers, Wallace Davenport, a fine trumpeter with material both secular and sacred, and pianist-raconteur Art Hodes (all May 1); trombonist Louis Nelson with his Big Six, and those regale muezans the New Leviathan Oriental Fostrol Orchestra (May 7); and Al Hirt—yes, Al Hirt, why not? And why worry about braving cover charges and the dangerous streets of the Vieux Carre when you can see him at the Fair?: Kid Thomas and his Algiers Stompers, one of our favorite trumpet-toting octogenarians, Linda Hopkins, the voiced jazz/blues/gospel singer and interpreter of classic blues, and Tuts Washington, who may have endeared himself to some for his R&B and bounce but who, when we first heard him at the Fair those many-years-ago, struck us a master of jazz piano and remains one always (all May 8). At Tulane, we advise you not to miss Danny Barker's evening of song, smoking-car stories, history, anecdote and reminiscence, "Save The Bones" (Dixon Hall, May 5) and the New Orleans Jazz Reunion, featuring veterans of the ensembles of the late Oscar "Papa" Celestin and Sharkey Bonano.

**Blue Lu**

By Jon Newlin

Apart from the glamorous, bea­ thered Creole, Esther Bigeou (whose "Outside of That," in 1923, is a curious footnote to local sexual psychopathology) and the stylish, spicily patais­ spitting Lizzie Miles, New Orleans has produced few classic blues singers of note. The greatest living exponent of the art is surely the indefatigable Blue Lu Barker, whose late 1930's sides for Decca—the first and only version worth counting of "Don't You Make Me High" and "New Orleans Blues," as well as an engaging repertoire of single, double and triple entendre numbers—have insured her place among the immortals.

Blue Lu might best be described as a transitional blues singer—her voice is not a man­ man, hollering instrument but suave and reedy, plaintive and saucy; the fact that she has spent the last half century married to Danny Barker probably hasn't hurt either. When Blue Lu, accompanied by her husband and his Jazz Hounds, breaks into a mountainous summery while tossing off songs like "You've Got The Right Key But The Wrong Keyhole" or "Bring The Greenbacks When You Come," and Mr. Barker annotates each tune with remarks like "She knows dozens and dozens of these sentimental numbers, folks," or "We almost got locked up behind this song," ecstasy can't be far behind.

1983 ought to be one of the best opportunities to see Blue Lu ever. Besides an appearance at the Fair Grounds (April 30 at 4 in the Economy Hall Tent), she'll also appear center stage at two separate events—on May 4 at Prout's Club Alhambra at 8 as part of Kalamu ya Salaam's "Three Generations of New Orleans Singers," a Jazz Fest event in which the triumvirate is Blue Lu, Germaine Bazzle and Lady BJ, and on May 9 in Dixon Hall at Tulane in "recital," as they say, the ultimate—in every way—event of the 1983 Tulane Hot Jazz Classic. Since Blue Lu may disappear from local stages for several years at a time, we advise that you catch all three.

And don't you feel her legs, neither.

**Jazz**

By Jon Newlin

Well, it is the Jazz Fest, after all, and it would be amiss to leave you without any recommendations in the spheres of jazz hot and cold. Much of the music at night and at the Fair Grounds is jazz and makes what remains look almost exotic in its isolation. This is also the best chance to hear those bands you don't
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through the year at locales as different as Tyler's and the Gazebo and the Snug Harbor and Preservation Hall, as well as any number of Bourbon Street joints.

In the way of cool jazz, we point you in the direction of the following: Red Tyler and the Gentlemen of Jazz with vocalist Germaine Bazzle, bagpiper-saxman James Rivers, drummer James Black, and pianist Mike Pelleria and his quartet (all April 30 at the Fair Grounds); Ramsey McLean and the Lifers with guest Sam Rivers, bassman Walter Payton, Mars with David Liebman (May 1 at the same place); that indefatigable musical jack-of-every-trade Alvin Batiste, prodigious Kent Jordan with his quintet, the New Jazz Quintet (a self-explanatory name if we ever heard one), and Astral Project who are virtually as much a Heritage Fair tradition as barbequed goat, watermelon, mud and the ducks in the front pond (all May 7); and Al Belletto's Quartet, chanteuse Lady BJ, piano virtuoso Ellis Marsalis, saxman Earl Turbin and the Loyola University Faculty Jazz Ensemble (all May 8).

Probably the most interesting performers in the evening concerts are Jon Hendricks, one of the great innovators in jazz singing (and one of the first—along with Dave Lambert and Annie Ross—to set lyrics to modern instrumental jazz solo-improvisations), May 2 at the Theatre for the Performing Arts; the original Astral Project with Oscar Peterson in tandem with Herbie Hancock, May 3 at the Theatre for the Performing Arts; and saxophonist and keeper of the Coltrane flame, Pharaoh Sanders at SUNO's Science Lecture Hall on May 8.

The connection between Caribbean culture and New Orleans/Louisiana culture can be readily seen by observing the Saxon Superstars, Bahamian counterparts to New Orleans' Mardi Gras Indian gangs and an authentic junkanoo gang from Nassau. In the last few years, some young junkanoo gangs have cropped up in Nassau, but until this recent emergence, the Saxon Superstars and another gang, the Valley Boys, reigned supreme as the baddest junkanoo gangs on the island. Beautifully detailed papier-mache costumes replace our own Mardi Gras Indians' feather and beadwork outfits. An additional similarity is the instrumentation, with both gangs using a variety of percussion instruments and little more. There won't be any singing, but prepare yourself for cowbells (shaken, not hit with a stick), goatskin drums (again, no drumsticks), multiple pitch bicycle horns, bugs and whistles. (For more information about the Nassau junkanoo, see WL 28.)

possibly the biggest news for reggae fans is the last minute cancellation of Third World and the subsequent booking of the great Burning Spear (Winston Rodney) for the "Caribbean on the Mississippi" Riverboat President cruise. While even ultra-commercial Third World would have been a treat for reggae-starved ears, the revised bill of Spear and Toots and the Maytals will provide New Orleanians with the opportunity to see two true legends.

Toots has been recording and touring for over twenty years, critical years during which he was at the forefront of Jamaican musical evolution from ska to rock steady to reggae. And Winston Rodney represents roots music almost completely untouched by passing musical fads. He is the staunchest of all the supporters of the late Marcus Garvey, first black nationalist leader to have international impact, and proclaimed prophet of the Rastafarians who readily adopted his back to Africa stance. The entire output of Spear's approximately fifteen year recording career has focused on Garvey, Africa and Rastafari. Burning Spear epitomizes everything reggae music stood for as it emerged in the late Sixties in Jamaica. There is no reggae artist alive that could have been a more authentic example of roots music at the Jazz Fest.

But also on that bill and performing at the Fair Grounds as well will be the Ballets Bacoule d'Haiti, a drum and dance troupe. They are still young, because they were only born in 1957, child of Odette Latour-Wiener. This should prove to be wild as well as authentic. Expect furious drumming, singing, dancing and high jumping. The dance themes come from Haitian history, popular beliefs, legends and, of course, the voodoo religion. Most of the dancers in Les Ballets were enlisted from among the sacred dancers of the Hounfours (the voodoo temples of Haiti) where the voodoo rituals and songs are still practiced. All instruments and costumes are handmade, following Haitian custom. The costumes are colorful, each having its own significance and representing voodoo symbols and deities.
arrival of artist/musician "Penu" Cayetano from Belize. From all reports, Cayetano should make a big impression on New Orleans. He'll be bringing an exhibition of his paintings (which will be on display at the CAC on the night of Friday, April 29) along with his experimental musical creation, The Turtle Band. The magazine The New Belize describes the Turtle Band's music as "basically Garifuna in rhythm...distinctive and exclusively Belizean in character." Cayetano himself prefers to call it "Punta Rock." Whatever all this means remains to be heard, but listen to this lineup of instruments! Cayetano plays electric guitar, accompanied by a "cricket snare" (made from the scraps of an old truck and played with sticks), garifuna drums (played with the hands), small and large tuned turtle shells, sistra and whistle. Judging from Cayetano's dreadlocks and the lyrics to his songs, this may be the real roots music of this year's Jazz Fest.

In addition to their Festival appearance, the band is planning impromptu performances around town. At the time of this writing, the only definite dates are at the CAC on Friday, April 29 (accompanying Cayetano's art exhibit and one hour before the Jazz Music Marathon at the CAC) and a performance at Club Marigny. But others will definitely be booked, so keep an ear open for further information.

Finally, closer to home, New Orleans' only roots reggae band, Kush, has a spot at the Fair Grounds on the first Friday, and Taj Mahal, who will be bringing his Caribbean-flavored back-up band with him for his Fair Grounds appearance. Anyone who has seen Taj Mahal perform with his band (two congo players, drums, and the great steel drummer, Robert Greenidge of the Gay Desperados Steel Band) knows how perfect this band will be on a beautiful Jazz Fest afternoon. See you at the Festival!

Como Fife And Drum

By Shepard H. Samuels

After a year's absence, one of the Jazz Festival's most traditional and mysterious acts, the Como Fife and Drum Corps, will be returning on April 30 and May 1 to the Fair Grounds.

Hailing from the countryside between Como and Senatobia in northwestern Mississippi, the group consists of Other Turner on fife, E.P. Burton on bass drum, with Bernice Evans and Jim Wright sharing the honors on snare drums. Turner, who makes his own fife from cane and keys it by hand, replaces the late Napoleon Strickland.

The music may sound primitive to those
The origins of the fife and drum tradition in the Delta would provide material for a good mystery (or grant) writer. Other Turner only knows that the music comes "from slavery days, from old back times," Turner remembers both how to fashion and play fife and drums from a now-forgotten elder near Como. But if you listen to the Corps on Kings of Country Blues (Arhoolie 1085) and then put on the recording of "John Canoe Music" from Jamaican Roots, Bongo, Backra and Coorie (Folkways FE 4232), the palms begin to sweat upon discovering that you can't tell one band from the other except for the occasional Mississippi accents.

Although fife and drum bands are an endangered species with a few reported sightings in Georgia and Mississippi, they are an integral part of Jamaica's John Canoe masquerade every December 26. The typical drum and fife band in Jamaica includes a bass drum, a bamboo fife, side drum and improvised rhythm instruments such as a cheese grater. The band follows behind such John Canoe characters as Picky-Patchy, Boar Man, Horsehead and Belly Woman. Jamaican fife and drum music's main influence was the early British colonial military which had their own centuries-old tradition of life and drum regiments. The John Canoe holiday and its music took hold throughout the English-speaking Caribbean with each island adding its own variations.

Do the Como Drum and Fife Corps represent a missing link in the acculturation process shared in the Caribbean between British and African influences? If the answer is a tentative yes, many questions remain as to how the drum and fife tradition not only passed to Mississippi but has been preserved there.

---

By Kathy Baldridge

Well, we know you didn't come to the Jazz Festival with country music on your mind. In fact, we suspect you're quite satisfied with the countrypolitician sounds that Urban Cowboy brought your way in recent years, and are relieved that this trend is at long last abating. The hungry rock bands that switched to country to make a quick buck see greener pastures in the music-for-art's-sake New Wave movement and the perennially lucrative top-40 and oldies gigs.

Fortunately, what this development in the Parade of Musical Progress portends is a clearer view of South Louisiana's genuine country artists, uncluttered by poseurs. Country music has been a part of this area's musical tradition all along, practiced more in the outlying areas of New Orleans and environs. The true country fans have just been waiting for the Tumbleweed Travolta clones to grow weary of walking bowlegged.

This year's country lineup at the Jazz Festival rings with authenticity. No one in these bands exchanges their western boots, Stetson hats and string ties for Beatle boots, wraparound shades and skinny ties once the show's over. Country music is the white man's blues—another adventure in American music—which, after all, is the raison d'être of the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

George "Slim" Heard (April 29). This gifted young harpist from Baton Rouge, twice State Harmonica Champion, is busy promoting his independently produced single, "Just A Little Too Long," recorded at Bogalusa's Studio In The Country. It's already been voted into the Hall of Fame on Frank Davis' live Saturday afternoon broadcast on WWL in New Orleans, and is receiving good airplay from WYNK in Baton Rouge. He's played on the David Allan Coe albums and has toured with Johnny Rodriguez and the Wendal Adkins Band, which should satisfy those of you into credits. Slim prefers to work out of South Louisiana, eschewing Nashville's current preoccupation with Las Vegas-ized country music. He'll be backed by the Bacon Rouge-based Mississippi River Band, and says "you never know who might show up" to jam with him.

Tim Williams (Saturday, April 30). Tim returns for her fifth appearance at the Jazz Festival, her "favorite gig of the whole year." Of late she's been recording her first album at Sea-Saint Studios, which is close to completion. Tim's long been a part of the New Orleans club scene, playing her blues-tinged straight-ahead country—in fact, she's one of the only country performers ever to play Tipitina's. Interest has already been evoked in her album and she's hoping to bypass the Nashville door-knocking phase and keep New Orleans as her home base as she pursues a major label deal. Tim's been able to break through the country stereotypes, attracting a diverse audience of people who didn't even know they like country music till they heard Tim's special blend of revitalized standards, lesser-known tunes.
deserving of wider popularity, and her own originals.

Russ Russell and the Rustlers (Saturday, May 7). Russ is the New Orleans cowboy everybody knows. He's written and recorded songs for Dixie Beer and is familiar to many as the Dance Ranch spokesman. Along with Aaron Neville, Allen Toussaint, Pete Fountain and other New Orleans musicians, he'll be a celebrity judge in the Time Saver Talent Search, and will be named to the New Orleans Music Hall of Fame, also initiated by Time Saver. He, too, has just completed an album with more great originals from the man who gave us lines like “Hey, world, I got a message for you/I don't like the way you treat my Red, White and Blue” and that paean to Longneck Night, “Drink Another Dixie With Me, Darling.” Russ is a Coonass Cowboy, still putting out unadulterated original South Louisiana country music after twenty years. The family tradition continues with son Johnny Russell on drums in the current Rustlers lineup.

The Copas Brothers (Friday, April 29). The Brothers are undoubtedly one of the most popular and visible country bands in the New Orleans area. Seasoned openers for acts like Jerry Jeff Walker and David Allan Coe and headliners in their own right, they're committed to making Louisiana country music as well known as the regional sounds of Alabama, Georgia and Texas have been made by their proponents. With their recent self-named album release on their own CoBro label, already reviewed in Wavelength (April 1983), the Copas Brothers create just that “Louisiana Sound” they're looking to popularize. Rhythm and blues and bluegrass add the Copas touch to their country-rock style. For a super Copas original, be sure to request “Skinny Dip” at their performance.

Scooter Lee (Sunday May 8). The self-described Louisiana Lady, born in New Orleans and lately a resident of Folsom, is presently based out of Nashville and was on a tour of Canada and the Northwest at last report. A singer and songwriter in the fashion of Dolly Parton and Tanya Tucker, she’s one of the most recent proteges of the Old Wagonmaster, Porter Waggoner himself, with an album to her credit titled Louisiana Lady produced by Waggoner. Mr. W. feels someone’s going to make “a loita money” off of Scooter’s talents, and this ambitious woman’s drive won’t let her rest until she reaches the stardom she’s aiming for.

Troy DeRamus (Sunday, May 1). Troy is an exponent of what he calls “North Louisiana Hill Country” music. From Alexandria, where there actually are hills, he sponsors a Fiddling, Banjo and Harmonica Festival each year, the winners of which are invited to play with Troy’s band at the Jazz Festival. He’s bringing a seven-piece band this year featuring three fiddles and will be playing traditional and popular sounds, along with Cajun and Hill Country tunes. Troy keeps authentic country music alive in his part of the state at weekly old fashioned family-oriented barn dances at the Old Barn in Boyce.

Russ Russell and the Rustlers (Saturday, May 7). Russ is the New Orleans cowboy everybody knows. He's written and recorded songs for Dixie Beer and is familiar to many as the Dance Ranch spokesman. Along with Aaron Neville, Allen Toussaint, Pete Fountain and other New Orleans musicians, he'll be a celebrity judge in the Time Saver Talent Search, and will be named to the New Orleans Music Hall of Fame, also initiated by Time Saver. He, too, has just completed an album with more great originals from the man who gave us lines like “Hey, world, I got a message for you/I don't like the way you treat my Red, White and Blue” and that paean to Longneck Night, “Drink Another Dixie With Me, Darling.” Russ is a Coonass Cowboy, still putting out unadulterated original South Louisiana country music after twenty years. The family tradition continues with son Johnny Russell on drums in the current Rustlers lineup.

The Copas Brothers (Friday, April 29). The Brothers are undoubtedly one of the most popular and visible country bands in the New Orleans area. Seasoned openers for acts like Jerry Jeff Walker and David Allan Coe and headliners in their own right, they're committed to making Louisiana country music as well known as the regional sounds of Alabama, Georgia and Texas have been made by their proponents. With their recent self-named album release on their own CoBro label, already reviewed in Wavelength (April 1983), the Copas Brothers create just that “Louisiana Sound” they're looking to popularize. Rhythm and blues and bluegrass add the Copas touch to their country-rock style. For a super Copas original, be sure to request “Skinny Dip” at their performance.

Scooter Lee (Sunday May 8). The self-described Louisiana Lady, born in New Orleans and lately a resident of Folsom, is presently based out of Nashville and was on a tour of Canada and the Northwest at last report. A singer and songwriter in the fashion of Dolly Parton and Tanya Tucker, she’s one of the most recent proteges of the Old Wagonmaster, Porter Waggoner himself, with an album to her credit titled Louisiana Lady produced by Waggoner. Mr. W. feels someone’s going to make “a loita money” off of Scooter’s talents, and this ambitious woman’s drive won’t let her rest until she reaches the stardom she’s aiming for.

Troy DeRamus (Sunday, May 1). Troy is an exponent of what he calls “North Louisiana Hill Country” music. From Alexandria, where there actually are hills, he sponsors a Fiddling, Banjo and Harmonica Festival each year, the winners of which are invited to play with Troy’s band at the Jazz Festival. He’s bringing a seven-piece band this year featuring three fiddles and will be playing traditional and popular sounds, along with Cajun and Hill Country tunes. Troy keeps authentic country music alive in his part of the state at weekly old fashioned family-oriented barn dances at the Old Barn in Boyce.
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**SCHEDULE**

### SUNDAY, MAY 1

| Stage 1 | 12:15-1:15 | ELS | 1:45-2:45 | Caliente | 3:15-4:15 | Fulus & Carla Thomas | 4:30-5:30 | Dirty Dozen Brass Band | 6:00-7:00 | Al Green |

| Stage 2 | 12:15-1:15 | Arden Brothers Band | 1:45-2:45 | A-Train | 4:15-5:15 | Alon Fontenot and the Country Cajuns | 5:45-6:30 | Mason Ruffner & The Blues Rockers |

| Stage 3 | 12:00-12:45 | Priscilla | 1:15-2:00 | Rye | 2:30-3:30 | Rockin' Dopsie & The Twisters | 4:00-5:00 | Mars w/Dave Lefman | 5:15-6:15 | Troy L. Dupras County King Show |

| Stage 4 | 11:45-12:30 | UNO Jazz Band | 12:45-1:30 | Walter Payton & Ballet Fife | 1:45-3:00 | Big Joe Turner w/Luther Kent & Trick Bag | 3:30-4:15 | The Metrics w/George Porter and Zigaboo Modeliste | 4:15-5:45 | Chaka Khan |

| Festival Tent | 12:00-1:00 | James Draw Quartet | 1:30-2:30 | Snooks Eaglin | 2:15-3:45 | James Booker Rhythm 'n' Blues Review | 4:00-5:00 | Pete Seeger | 5:30-6:30 | Ramsey Mcean and the Lifers' feat. Sam Rivers |

| Economy Hall Tent | 12:00-12:45 | Pister Sisters | 1:00-1:45 | Revival Jazzband of Holland | 2:00-3:00 | Louisiana Repertory Jazz Ensemble | 3:15-4:00 | Art Hodes | 4:15-5:15 | Wallace Davenport Jazz Band | 5:45-7:00 | Percy Humphrey & The Crescent City Joymakers |

| Kednos | 11:45-12:30 | SUNO Jazz Ensemble | 12:45-1:30 | Fergy Janns Band | 1:45-2:45 | Rising Star Drum & Fife Corps | 2:00-3:00 | Crewe Wild West | 4:00-5:00 | Xama | 5:30-6:15 | Academy of Black Arts |

| Sazbo | 12:45-1:30 | Rongo Joe | 1:45-2:45 | Son Ford Thomas | 2:45-3:30 | Rongo Joe | 3:45-4:30 | Spencer Bohren | 4:45-5:30 | Blind Sam Myers |


### SATURDAY, MAY 7

| Stage 1 | 12:00-1:00 | Holy Cross H.S. Jazz Ensemble | 1:30-2:30 | Johnny Adams & Walter Washington & The Solar System Band | 3:00-4:00 | John Fred & The Playboys | 4:30-5:50 | Vassar Clements | 6:00-7:00 | The Radiators |

| Stage 2 | 12:45-1:45 | Russ Russell and the Ruthsters | 1:45-2:45 | Dewey Balls & Friends | 3:45-4:45 | Alvin Batiste | 5:15-6:15 | Marcia Ball |

| Stage 3 | 11:30-12:30 | Dillard Univ. Jazz Band | 12:45-1:45 | Bobby Marchan & Higher Ground w/ Oliver Morgans and The Dix-Kups | 2:15-3:45 | Deacon John Blues Revue w/ Earl King | 4:15-5:15 | Marcel Dugas | 5:45-6:30 | Lonnie Brooks Blues Band |

| Stage 4 | 11:45-12:45 | Southern Univ. Baton Rouge Jazz Ensemble | 12:00-1:00 | Ruben 'Mr. Salsa' Gonzalez | 2:15-3:15 | Roy Ayers | 3:45-4:45 | Batiste Brothers Band | 5:15-6:15 | Third World |

| Festival Tent | 12:30-1:15 | New Jazz Quitet | 1:30-2:15 | A.J. Loria | 2:30-3:15 | Kent Jordan Quintet | 3:30-4:15 | Betty McKinney & Too | 4:30-5:15 | Beaubelique | 5:30-6:30 | Astral Project |

| Economy Hall Tent | 12:30-1:30 | Dee Me' Time band & singers | 1:30-2:30 | Roosevelt Sykes | 2:45-3:45 | The New Orleans Oriental Soulstivity Orchestra | 4:00-5:00 | Louis Nelson Big Six | 5:15-6:15 | Placido Adams' Original Dixieland Jazz Band |

| Kednos | 12:00-2:45 | Edward Perkins Group | 1:00-1:45 | George Pack African Ensemble | 2:00-2:43 | Antuorio York | 3:00-3:45 | Fred Kamp Quintet | 4:15-5:00 | Les Ballets Bacicoulou d'Haiti | 5:30-6:15 | Pharoah Sanders |

| Gazebo | 1:00-1:45 | The Country Three | 2:00-2:45 | David & Roselyn | 3:00-3:45 | M. Royal Caribbean String Band | 4:00-4:45 | Yellow Jackets | 5:00-5:45 | Billy Gregory |


### SUNDAY, MAY 8

| Stage 1 | 12:15-1:15 | Los Catrachos | 1:15-2:15 | Tommy Joe | 2:15-3:00 | Buddy Guy and Junior Wells | 3:45-4:30 | Climie 'Gatemouth' Brown | 5:00-6:00 | The Neville Brothers |

| Stage 2 | 11:45-12:45 | Loyola Faculty Ensemble | 1:00-2:00 | Sady Courville & The Manou Hour Cajun Band | 2:30-3:30 | Al Belette Quartet | 4:00-5:00 | The Wild Magnolias | 5:30-6:30 | Scooter Lee |

| Stage 3 | 12:00-1:45 | St. Augustine Jazz Band | 1:15-2:15 | John Mooney and the Bluessiana Band | 2:45-3:45 | Eddie Bo w/ The David Lasie Band | 4:15-5:00 | Taj Mahal | 5:30-6:15 | Clinton Chenier and his Red Hot Louisiana Band |

| Stage 4 | 11:45-12:30 | Southeastern Univ. Jazz Ensemble | 12:45-1:45 | Lowell Fulsion w/ the Kid Johnson Band | 2:15-3:15 | Irna Thomas | 3:45-4:30 | Al Riff | 5:00-6:00 | Allen Toussaint |

| Festival Tent | 12:30-1:30 | Earl Andretto Group | 1:45-2:45 | Jasmine | 3:00-4:00 | Mr. Wooton and the Scott Playbys | 4:15-5:15 | N.D. Saxophone Ensemble | 5:30-6:30 | Ellis Marsalis Quartet |

| Economy Hall Tent | 12:00-1:00 | All Star Band | 1:15-2:15 | New Eclipse Brass Band | 2:30-3:30 | Linda Hopkins | 4:00-5:45 | Tats Washington | 5:00-6:00 | Kid Thomas and his Algiers Stompers |


| Gazebo | 1:00-1:30 | George Dorko | 3:00-4:00 | Brother Percy Randolph w/ Spencer Bohren | 4:30-5:15 | Miss Lilian Bennett |

GOING TO THE JAZZ FESTIVAL

"MOONRISE," SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA.
"IT'S THE TOTAL VIBE, MAN... JUST THE TOTAL VIBE OF THE WHOLE THING..."

K. BOULLOSA, FOLSOM, L.A.
SELLS "ORGANIC" SPRING WATER FROM CART AND GIVES TAROT CARD READINGS.

T. MARSHALL, CHESTNUT ST.
"I GET THERE EARLY, BUY A SIGNED POSTER AND SPEND THE REST OF THE DAY AT MY HEALTH CLUB IN THE SAUNA."

D. LEMIEUX, GENTILLY.
BRINGS HIS OWN LUNCH - A TUNA SANDWICH SLICED DIAGONALLY.

N. ODINO, METAIRIE, L.A.
"WE USED 13,000 PLASTIC SPOONS LAST YEAR!"

F. SMITH, N. TONTI ST.
"WE'RE DOING A PROGRESSIVE THING, DIG?"

"PUNCHIE," NINTH WARD.
2ND ASSISTANT SPY-BOY FOR WILD ZINNIA.

B. DONOVAN, BURGUNDY ST.
"AT THE '80 JAZZ FEST, MY LIGHT METER WENT OUT - I ALMOST HAD A HEART ATTACK!"

G. BROWN, GIRT TOWN.
HEADS DIRECTLY FOR GOSPEL TENT.
NOT GOING TO THE JAZZ FESTIVAL

C. CALIGUIRI, HARVEY. HATES CROWDS.

"DOG," "NOWHERE-LAND." "ARE YOU KIDDIN'? BEIN' AROUND THAT MANY HIPPIES WOULD MAKE ME PUKE."

L. BERGERON, N.O. EAST. ON DUTY.

J. WILLIAMS, "UNLISTED." EATS CROISSANTS, READS NEW YORK TIMES AND WAITS FOR PHONE TO RING.

O. GOMEZ, CHALMETTE. TOO MUCH IRONING TO DO.

A. POMISANO, THE WOHL. "NEW ORLEANS JAZZ? DIDN'T THEY MOVE TO SALT LAKE CITY?"

"BABY RED," ALGIERS-FISHER PROJECTS. HAS TO WAX CAR.

S. WHITE, RIVER RIDGE. DISTRIBUTES FUNDAMENTALIST PAMPHLETS AT SHOPPING MALLS.

M. CHARLES, NEW ORLEANS, SANTA MONICA AND KEY WEST. TOO BUSY DESIGNING WORLD'S FAIR PAVILIONS.

By Bunny Matthews  ©1983
SATURDAY, APRIL 30

Stage 1
12:00-1:00 — Tim Williams Band
1:30-2:30 — Banda Fierro
3:00-4:15 — Big Joe Turner with Dave Bartholomew
4:45-5:30 — Lee Dorsey
6:00-7:00 — Dr. John

Stage 2
12:15-1:15 — The Blue Vipers
1:45-2:45 — Cannoy and the Bad Habits
3:00-4:00 — The Golden Stars
4:15-5:15 — Rockin' Tabby Thomas & His Mighty House
Rackers w/ Henry Gray & Whispering Smith
5:45-6:30 — L'il Queenie & Backlask

Stage 3
11:45-12:45 — East St. John H.S. Jazz Band
1:15-2:15 — Ernie K-Doe & the Naugahyde Band
w/Jeff Ross
2:45-3:45 — The Sheiks
4:15-5:15 — Zachary Richard
5:30-6:15 — Los Bandidos

Stage 4
11:30-12:15 — Tulane Jazz Ensembles
12:45-1:30 — James Rivers Movement
7:30-8:15 — Teresa Wadley & the New Orleans Gospel Soul Band
8:15-9:00 — The Southern Bells
9:00-10:00 — Bobby McFerrin and Astral

Stage 5
10:00-11:00 — The B.C. Choir, Tulane University in New Orleans
11:00-11:45 — John B. Coggin, The B.C. Choir
12:00-1:00 — The Southern Bells
1:00-2:00 — The New Orleans Gospel Soul Band
2:00-3:00 — The Southern Bells
3:00-4:00 — The New Orleans Gospel Soul Band
4:00-5:00 — The Southern Bells
5:00-6:00 — The New Orleans Gospel Soul Band

Festival Tent
12:15-1:15 — The Sheiks
1:45-2:45 — Roy Orbison
2:15-3:15 — Bono Joe
4:00-5:00 — James Black Ensemble
5:30-6:30 — Archie Shepp

Economy Hall Tent
12:15-1:15 — Caledonia Jazz Band of New Orleans
1:30-2:30 — Widespread Jazz Orchestra
4:15-5:15 — W.D. Rudgmen Orchestra
6:00-7:00 — Danny Barker's Jazz Hounds w/ Blue Lu Barker
8:00-9:00 — The B.C. Choir
9:00-10:00 — The Southern Bells
10:00-11:00 — The New Orleans Gospel Soul Band
11:00-12:00 — The Southern Bells
12:00-1:00 — The New Orleans Gospel Soul Band
1:00-2:00 — The Southern Bells
2:00-3:00 — The New Orleans Gospel Soul Band
3:00-4:00 — The Southern Bells
4:00-5:00 — The New Orleans Gospel Soul Band
5:00-6:00 — The Southern Bells

Kainalu
11:30-12:15 — Xaver Lab Jazz Band
12:30-1:10 — Kush
1:45-2:30 — Milton Delaforce
2:45-3:30 — Theron Lewis Group
3:45-4:30 — V.I. Jordan and the Improvisational Arts
Quintet
4:30-5:15 — Saxon Superstars of Nassau, Bahamas
5:15-6:00 — Solar

Gezabe
12:30-1:10 — Professor Gizmo
1:45-2:30 — Son Ford Thomas
2:45-3:45 — Professor Gizmo
3:00-4:00 — Rising Star & File Corps
4:15-5:45 — Benjie Joe

Gospel Tent
12:00-12:35 — The Jones Sisters
12:40-1:15 — Mt. Kingdom B.C. Choir
1:20-1:55 — Praying His Name Gospel Choir
2:00-2:35 — Fisher Home Project Choir
2:40-3:15 — Pure Heart Community Choir
3:20-3:55 — The Crown Seekers
4:00-4:35 — Phase III Gospel Singers
4:40-5:15 — The Southern Bells
5:30-6:00 — Avondale Community Choir
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Enjoy the traditional sounds of classic jazz that made New Orleans famous—come to the Tulane Second Annual Hot Jazz Classic.

Tickets available at: Ticket Master, Maple Leaf Bar, Preservation Hall, Jazz Archive

891-9502

---

**Tulane Hot Jazz Classic**

May 4-8, 1983

**Faubourg Marigny Jazz Series**

in cooperation with Xenia Foundation

**FRIDAY, APRIL 29th** - 11 & 1:00

**LIFE on MARS**

featuring

**DAVE LIEBMAN**

$6.00

**SATURDAY, APRIL 30th** - 11 & 1:00

**SAM RIVERS**

with Ramsey McLean and the Lifers

$6.00

**THURSDAY, MAY 5th** - 12 midnight till...

**ALL STAR JAM SESSION**

To Benefit MUSICIANS for MUSIC

$5.00

**FRIDAY, MAY 6th** - 11 & 1:00

**BOBBY McFERRIN**

with Tony Dagradi & Astral Project

$5.00

Bar Open Daily - 4pm

Restaurant Open Weekdays 6pm - 1am, Weekends till 2 am

**SATURDAY, MAY 7th** - 11 & 1:00

**EDDIE HARRIS**

with The Ellis Marsalis Trio

$7.00

Restaurant: 626 Frenchmen St. • 949-0596

(between Royal & Chartres)
As Guitar Jr., Brooks had a smash hit in "Family Rules," but he went through many changes of style—and name—before emerging again with a swamp blues sound that's taking his born-again career to new heights.

Early one morning in 1956, a twenty-three-year-old guitarist from Dubuission, Louisiana, dreamed that he was standing in a boxing ring singing a song. In fact, he was singing it in his sleep, as his exasperated wife informed him. Undaunted, the young man sprang from his bed and wrote the half-remembered words on a shirt cardboard.

Recorded at Eddie Shuler's tiny studio in Lake Charles, Louisiana, "Family Rules" became the biggest seller in the thirty-year history of the Goldband label, rising to number five on regional charts. The artist, who went by the name of Guitar Jr., cut three more singles for Goldband and toured throughout the South with a slick, seven-piece combo. "I was making nice money, but I wanted to get bigger than that," he says. "A person never really counts his blessings; they're always looking for that gold in the sky."

In 1959, Guitar Jr. decided to make his move. "They were booking me without my band by then, and I didn't have another record out so I couldn't get any bookings anyway." In Atlanta, he met Sam Cooke, who invited him to open the show on his own tour until they reached Cooke's home.
Their second album is now available

Red Rockers
From New Orleans, Louisiana
Their second album is now available
Good As Gold

Produced by David Kahn.
On 415/Columbia.

SOUND WAREHOUSE

ONLY $5.99
7123 VETERANS BLVD. • 885-4200
3017 VETERANS BLVD. • 834-6550
4852 CHEF MENTEUR • 945-5110

base in Chicago. For the next fifteen years, the Louisiana rock 'n' roller struggled to make his reputation in the Windy City under the name of Lonnie Brooks. "I was scufflin' like hell in Chicago, but I was too proud to go back to Louisiana," I said, "If I can't make it in Chicago, I can't make it back there!"

"But I changed my style in Chicago," says Brooks. "And I think it hurt me. I could have gone and played like I was playing in the rock 'n' roll days, but the people that I knew in Chicago took me around to hear the blues, and I didn't know where to find the places where they played rock 'n' roll. A lot of the disc jockeys knew who I was, but Chicago is such a big city, with so many radio stations, and I didn't know who to contact. I wasn't too good a talker. I was just scared, really. I had heard so much about Chicago and I didn't want to make a wrong move!"

Brooks fortunes finally changed in 1975, when he toured Europe for six weeks on a package show called the "Chicago Blues Festival" and cut an album for the Black and Blue label in France. "Going to Europe really influenced me to play more of the blues," he says. "At first I wanted to play a lot of everything, but when I went to Europe and saw how the people liked blues, I said to myself, 'Well, I found my direction.' And after I got into it, I really liked to play blues. I feel it now. Before, I could play it, but I wasn't really feeling it—I wouldn't really get made here."

In 1978 he recorded one third of an album for Alligator Records' Living Chicago Blues series. So well received were Brooks' four tracks that Alligator issued two of them as the label's very first single. "Two Headed Man," the A-side of that record, marked Lonnie's belated return to his Louisiana roots; Bayou Lightning, his first full LP for Alligator, was in a similar swamp-blues vein, suggesting a cross between B.B. King and Tony Joe White.

A backstage encounter with guitarist Roy Clark at the 1980 Montreux Jazz Festival led to Brooks' performance on the nationally televised "Huey Lewis show. When he announced on the program that his hometown was Opelousas, Louisiana—as near to his birthplace as could be found on a map—many of his old friends recognized this "new" talent as the long-departed Guitar Jr. His appearance in Lafayette last June took on the aspect of a family reunion, as dozens of his relatives drove in from miles around to see him.

Brooks' second Alligator album, a contemporary potpourri of blues, rock and R&B called Turn On The Night, has received wide radio exposure, propelling his born-again career to new heights. He plays regularly to packed houses in Chicago and the Midwest, and tours extensively along the East Coast and around the South. Not surprisingly, his popularity has grown most rapidly in the Gulf Coast area and westward into Texas. He has played Europe annually for the last three years, most recently visiting Spain, France, Holland, Belgium, and Switzerland. One young Belgian fan turned up to see Brooks at the Wise Fools Pub on the North Side of Chicago, and expressed his amazement that he could see a blues star of such magnitude in so intimate a setting.

Tall and still youthfully-look ng as he approaches his fiftieth birthday, Brooks is a winning showman with an infectious grin, expressive voice and exuberant personality who spices his blues with novel twists and unexpected chord changes. "Even if a person doesn't like the blues," he says, "I put such a beat into it that they find themselves moving." Offstage he is affable and soft-spoken, sincerely determined, beneath his easygoing manner, to achieve lasting success after many hard years of dues-paying.

Lonnie Brooks/Guitar Jr. came into the world as Lee Baker Jr. on the Dubuisson plantation, about twenty miles from Opelousas. When Brooks was nine, his family moved down the road to another farm called Garland, where he heard little music besides country and zydeco on the radio, along with his grandfather's old-fashioned banjo-picking. On Saturday nights, WLAC in Nashville would broadcast an hour's worth of blues thrilling Lee Jr. with the latest records of Muddy Waters, Lightnin' Hopkins and John Lee Hooker. His mother, however, would not allow the Devil's music to be played in her house, and so, as he recalls, "I'd slip off on a Saturday night and stay with my cousin and he would try to teach me guitar. But it was real hard—it seemed like my fingers was made of lead."

At seventeen he left home and moved to Jeanerette, Louisiana, where he met a man, five years his senior, named Cornelius Green and later to be known as Lonesome Sundown. "We was workin' at a junkyard—it was called Sutherland's Southern Junkyard—and we got to talkin'. He said, 'I play guitar,' and I said, 'Yeah? Well, I'm tryin' to learn how to play guitar. Will you show me?' So I went over to his house and I found out he couldn't play no better than I could."

A year later, in 1952, Jr. Baker moved to Port Arthur, Texas, and got a job as a construction worker for the Texas Company. It was there that he first heard the modern blues stylings of T-Bone Walker, B.B. King, Guitar Slim and Gatemouth Brown; as he was still underage, he would sneak into the crowded nightclubs by cutting a hole through the screen of one of the big ventilation fans. He also sneaked into a club in Beaumont to see local bluesman Long John Hunter. "I used to buy him wine and stuff just to get close to him. I would watch how he'd move his fingers and I'd go back home and copy it."

Baker did not buy a guitar of his own until he was twenty-two, teaching himself by copying the records of Fats Domino and Little Richard, which he found easier to play than the blues. "I learned so fast it scared me," says Jr. He was practicing on his front porch after work one evening when Clifton Chenier pulled up to the curb in his Cadillac.

"He got out and asked me, 'Who are you playing with?' and I said, 'Nobody.' He said, 'You want to play with me?' and
I said, ‘I don’t think I’m good enough.’ He said, ‘From what I hear, you’re good enough.’ Jr. played in Chenier’s band for several months, until the accordionist signed a contract with Specialty Records in Los Angeles. Unwilling to leave his job, Baker stayed behind and was replaced by Phillip Walker, who had also played with Long John Hunter.

Jr. got Lonesome Sundown a job with the Texas Company, and the two briefly shared living quarters in Port Arthur. With Sundown playing bass and singing, they formed their own trio together with drummer John Davis Jr. As Davis was also known as ‘Jr.,’ Baker became “Guitar Jr.” in order to avoid confusion. Sundown’s vocal work soon brought him to the attention of Jay Miller, who took him to his Crowley studio to record for Excello. Guitar Jr. found another bass player and continued to play the same material in instrumental form. Aside from a few practice sessions with a church choir, he had had no previous singing experience, but he began to improve lyrics on the bandstand, and discovered a gift for songwriting.

After his fateful dream, he took “Family Rules” to Don Robey of Duke Records in Houston, but Robey, one of the first independent black record producers, rejected the C&W-flavored tune. Discouraged, Jr. went back to his regular gig at the Club Lou Ann, where he mixed blues and rock ‘n’ roll with country songs by Ernest Tubb and Hank Williams. A local disc jockey dropped in one night and invited him to perform on the air the next day. Having exhausted his regular repertoire on the broadcast, he concluded with his own composition. The switchboard at the station lit up like a Christmas tree, and he was directed to Eddie Shuler in Lake Charles. Recalls Shuler: “Guitar Jr. came in with ‘Family Rules’ and I said, ‘Well, it’s a commercial approach to the subject.’ That’s basically how I operate, so I went right ahead with it.”

Jr.’s Goldband records are prime examples of what Shuler calls “South Louisiana rock ‘n’ roll.” “‘Family Rules,” with its Cajun lilt, was followed by “Pick Me Up On Your Way Down,” a rockabilly version of Charlie Walker’s country hit, and then “The Crawl,” an uptempo New Orleans-style rocker. His country rock approach appealed to black and white listeners alike, but it was Tex-Mex crossover artist Freddy Fender who introduced the sound to national audiences with his 1974 version of “Wasted Days and Wasted Nights.” Fender had first recorded the song in 1959, when he was working steadily around Louisiana. “You can tell that he must’ve been listening to me,” says Jr., “because he picked up on my sound.” Eddie Shuler, who recorded Fender in the early Sixties, agrees: “I would assume that Freddy Fender did take a little bit of his style because you can hear the inflections in his voice.”

Arriving in Chicago with Sam Cooke, Jr. played behind Sam’s brother, L.C. Cooke, and with pianist Baby Face Willette, then went on the road with Jim-
There is something different about the new Joan Armatrading album. You.

JOAN ARMATRADING, long a star in her native England and a cult phenomenon in the United States, is ready... because time has a way of catching up with great artists.

Available at:

SOUND WAREHOUSE

It's time for you to get THE KEY, the new album from JOAN ARMATRADING... which contains her Val Garay produced single, DROP THE PILOT. Available on Cassette and Disc from A&M.

Produced by Steve Lillywhite / Produced by Val Garay 1983 A&M Records, Inc. All Rights Reserved

my Reed. He was in Dallas when Eddie Shuler called him up to tell him that he had arranged a deal with Mercury Records, Jr. caught the first flight back to Chicago and cut two sides for Mercury, "The Hoss" and "All of My Life," but the major label did not renew his option. Sam Cooke found him a job as a session guitarist at Chess Records, where he backed up doo-wop groups and soul singers. In 1963, he moved on to George Leonard's One-der-ful studio but Leonard didn't think he sounded bluesy enough and his only One-der-ful recording remained in the can until recently, when it showed up as a Japanese bootleg.

He also worked the Chicago area with his own band; discovering that there was another Guitar Jr. in town (Luther Johnson Jr.), he changed his moniker to Lonnie Brooks. In the mid-Sixties, he recorded as a sideman with Billy "The Kid" Emerson and waxed a couple of his own singles for the U.S.A. and Palos labels, including Emerson's composition "Figure Head," but he had little success until 1967, when his "Let It All Hang Out," backed with "One Sunny Day," became a minor hit on Chess. Then Leonard Chess and Lonnie's manager both died in quick succession, and Brooks, as he puts it, "got lost in the shuffle." Singles for Chirrup and Midas followed, but Lonnie's next real break came in 1969, when Wayne Shuler, Eddie's son, flew him out to Los Angeles to cut an album for Capitol. "Broke an' Hungry" had hardly hit the streets however, before Shuler and Capitol parted company and the album was deleted from the catalog.

Through the mid-Seventies, Brooks led an R&B show band and revue at the Avenue Lounge on Chicago's West Side, a club so rough that even fellow bluesmen shied away. During this period he backed vocalists like Barkin' Bill and Maybe Mae, but did little singing himself, playing mostly instrumental versions of popular hits of the day. He also worked along Chicago's Rush Street entertainment strip, performing everything from C&W ballads to Quincy Jones' "Theme from Sanford & Son." "I would describe myself then as a human jukebox," he says. "If the place called for blues, I would play blues; if it called for rock, I would play rock; if it called for jazz, I played jazz. Whatever they wanted, that's what I would play. I was spreading myself all the way around."

After his first European tour, Brooks began to work Chicago's North Side pub circuit. Increasingly confident of his own abilities, he began to find his own individual sound once again, even as his early singles were being revived by rock musicians like Johnny Winters and the Fabulous Thunderbirds. "I regretted that I had changed, because I had a different thing going and I didn't even realize it. But wherever you come from, that's in you and it's going to come out if you're doing your own stuff. Before, I was trying to copy other people, but what I'm doing now is my own feeling—I just let myself get into it."
Champion Jack

Jack Dupree's in Europe and won't be at the Fair, but whenever there's a Festival feeling in the air, Champion Jack's music fits right in.

My favorite Champion Jack Dupree story was told to me the other night by Mister Trigger, a.k.a. Quint Davis, who flew on a jet with Champion Jack and Chuck Berry some odd summers ago. As you know, Champion Jack is the great expatriate New Orleans blues piano player. During World War II, it seems, Jack was in the Navy and became the chief 'chef' on an aircraft carrier. Now, while this carrier's in the Pacific, it's attacked and sunk by a Japanese submarine. So here's Jack hanging on to some floating debris, and the Japanese sub, curious about this something of a personal aide to the Japanese commandant. Well, there's a piano at this carrier, and Jack pulls one out. So here's Jack playing at the Fair. He's playing, our honorable adversaries can't get enough. (Some war!)

Good slow blues and great shakin' boogie numbers abound throughout Rub A Little Boogie, but if there's one track that's a revelation, it's "Somebody Changed The Lock." (Now, how many blues tunes have used that title?) Champion Jack's variation has got this rhumba rhythm that I've never heard employed in any of his other releases. Over this rhumba, there's a doo-wop vocal group, a honking sax, and bluesy guitar. Champion Jack's singing is priceless: after each verse comes a dead stop, Jack's raunchy voice comes down, bringing in the next verse.

Champion Jack cut Blues From The Gutter in the early Sixties and it'll probably stand as one of the best New Orleans blues albums ever recorded. The musicians are excellent, and the sound is superb—if there's one blues album that makes you feel like you're right there in the room while the music's being made, this is it! The album is crammed with Champion Jack classics: "Bad Blood," "Strollin'," "Can't Kick The Habit," "Junker's Blues," and "Nasty Boogie." His variations on "Frankie and Johnny" and "Stack-O-Lee" give fresh glimpses into the roots of these old chestnuts. The album was originally released as Atlantic 8019, but, as far as I know, it's only available in a Japanese reprint, Warner-Pioneer P-6183A.

For a taste of Jack live, there's a recording he made at the Montreux Jazz Festival with King Curtis and the Kingpins, entitled Blues At Montreux (Atlantic SD-1637). This is a ragged, jammin' affair, and all the better for it. The Kingpins follow Champion Jack ruthlessly through his changes—you never know when Jack's gonna drop a bar here, add a bar there. "When it comes to bars," Jack explains in the notes, "the only kind I know anything about are those you drink in and those in prison cells. I don't count bars, I play by feeling." The "Junker's Blues" on Blues From The Gutter has a feel akin to a dragged-out "Tiptina" or "Lawdy Miss Clancy" and recounts a variety of different stimulants as junk. The eight-minute "Junker's Blues" at Montreux is mostly a twelve-bar blues that extols the virtues of roach smoking and tells how Jack got busted for smoking the evil weed but then is freed by the judge, after the judge takes one puff.

-Zeke Fishhead
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Artist/Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/15</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Deacon John's N.O. Blues Revue featuring Earl King, James Booker, J. Monque'D, and Mr. G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/16</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Mac Rebennack and the Dirty Dozen Brass Band featuring Bobby McFerrin and Tony Dagradi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/17</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>The Nighthawks featuring John Mooney's Bluesiana Band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/18</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Lonnie Brooks Blues Band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/19</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>The Neville Brothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/20</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Anson Funderburgh and the Rockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/21</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>The Fabulous Thunderbirds plus The Teddy Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/22</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Marcia Ball and the Gone Fishin' Special Guest Marcia Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/23</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Mason Ruffner and the Blues Rockers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/24</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Les Comperes Grat'Fils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/25</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>New Orleans Saxophone Ensemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/26</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>Eric Johnson and the Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/27</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>The Neville Brothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/28</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>The Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/29</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Mason Ruffner and the Blues Rockers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/30</td>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>The Neville Brothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/31</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>The Neville Brothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Coming Up in June: Clifton Chenier, Room Full of Blues, 17 &amp; 18 Blue Riddim Band</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

501 Napoleon Ave, corner - Tchoupitoulas Phone 899-9114
CHOUPAZINE
specializing in
Hot Boiled Crawfish
Daily Hot Lunches
Po-Boys of All Kinds
Featuring Steve Slumber
(the Oldies Professor)—May 14
Restaurant Hours
Monday-Thursday—11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday-Saturday—11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday—12 p.m.-9 p.m.
Bar Open 7 days a week
10 a.m.—Until
Happy Hour 3-6
321 Arabella
899-9146

TUESDAYS
LADIES NIGHT
8:00 - 12:00 PM Two Free
WEDNESDAYS
DRAFT BEER NIGHT
25¢ a Glass $2.00 Pitchers
THURSDAYS
50¢ OLD STYLE LONGNECKS
9PM - 12AM
FRIDAYS
FREE OYSTERS & 25¢ DRAFT BEER
5PM - 8 PM
Sandwich Shop
Assorted Hot & Cold Sandwiches and Snacks
ALL NEW PATIO NOW OPEN
PHONE 899-9228

THE
F&M
Patio
Bar
Rejuvenated Patio Open
7 Days A Week
Available For Private Parties
Hi Tech Munchie Machine
Games, Pool, Imported Beers
We're Great When It's Late!
—Not To Mention Our Devastating
Juke Box!
895-6784 899-9136
4841 Tchoupitoulas Street
Corner Lyons
The Radiators

Upcoming New Orleans Appearances:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday, May 6</td>
<td>Tupelo's Tavern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, May 7</td>
<td>Jazz &amp; Heritage Fest, 6 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, May 7</td>
<td>Tipitina's, 11 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday, May 20</td>
<td>Tipitina's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday, May 27</td>
<td>Maple Leaf Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, May 28</td>
<td>Maple Leaf Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, May 31</td>
<td>Tipitina's</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For complete monthly listings of Radiators' upcoming appearances, record info, original song lyrics, and other news on topics ranging from The Law of the Fish to Life on Mars, send name and address to:

Fish Headquarters
8238 Apricot St.
New Orleans, LA. 70118

and you'll receive the Radiators' monthly newsletter.

New Orleans Music—We'll help you find it...

Go ahead on and subscribe.

Wavelength

Yes, enter my subscription to WAVELENGTH, New Orleans Music Magazine, at the special rate of 12 issues (one year) for only $10 ($9 off the newsstand price). Mail to Wavelength, P.O. Box 15667, New Orleans, LA 70117.

- One Year - $10 ($9 foreign)
- Two Years - $18 ($28 foreign)
- Three Years - $25 ($35 foreign)

Name
Address
City, State, Zip

☐ Check here if this is a renewal order.
CONCERTS

Sunday, 1
Ein Deutches Requiem, St. Charles Avenue Baptist Church, 4 p.m.
The New Orleans Philharmonic Symphony Chorus, directed by Larry Wyatt, soloists for this Brahms work are soprano Sandra Scafide-Russell and baritone Phillip Frohnmayer. $5.

Monday, 2
Astral Project, with Bobby McFerrin, Duncan Plaza, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Tuesday, 3
Jacob Scrambua and His French Quarter Quartet, Duncan Plaza, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Wednesday, 4
Ellis Marsalis, Duncan Plaza, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Thursday, 5
Komenka Ethnic Dance Troupe/New Orleans Contemporary Dance Center, Duncan Plaza, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Friday, 6
Synergy, Duncan Plaza, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Saturday, 7
Through the Streets of the City, Kob's Restaurant, 5 p.m. A recreation of a long-ago evening when New Orleans society heard jazz for the first time, with octogenarian Johnny DoDrort leading the Louisiana Repertory Jazz Ensemble, $18.50.

Sunday, 8
New Orleans Jazz Reunion, Sheraton Hotel Ballroom, 4 p.m. Veterans of the ensembles of Oscar "Papa" Celestin and Sharkey Bonano, $18.

Tuesday, 10
Ramsey McLean and the Lifes, Duncan Plaza, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Wednesday, 11
Andrew Hall's Society Jazz Band, Duncan Plaza, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Thursday, 12
Delta Festival Ballet/Jazzercello, Duncan Plaza, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Friday, 13
Bill and Bobbie Malone's Country Band, Duncan Plaza, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Sunday, 15
Cathedral Concourts, Christ Church Cathedral, 4 p.m. Organ recital by Marcus St. Julien. Free.

Monday, 16
Kumbuka/C.A.C. Theatre, Gallier Hall, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Tuesday, 17
Spencer Bohren/C.A.C. Theatre, Gallier Hall, 11:30 a.m. Free.

New Orleans Philharmonic Symphony, Orpheum Theatre, 8 p.m. Philippe Entremont conducts and solo on piano in works by Berlioz and Beethoven. Same program repeated Wednesday, 18. Ticket information from the Symphony's office at 524-0454.

Wednesday, 18
John Mooney and the Bluesiana Band/C.A.C. Theatre, Gallier Hall, 11:30 a.m. Free.
Foster's
Custom Finishes & Repairs
The One Stop Guitar Shop
Sales and Service

As Much as 40% Off on Most Electric Yamaha Guitars

Substantial Discounts On All Guitars And Accessories, Other Name Brand Instruments and Equipment.

Professional Yamaha Guitars and Amps, Gibson, Electro, Alvarez, Sigma, Etc.

We Service What We Sell!
Monday thru Friday
8:00 to 4:30
4840 Banks St.
486-3673

Mandeville

Mande's Restaurant

Causeway Travelers
(we're right off the Causeway on the left)

Specializing in Seafood

Open 7 days a week for breakfast, serving Eggs Benedict & Sardou, a variety of omelettes, and we squeeze our own fresh orange juice.

The best hamburgers in town.

Monday—Thursday, 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Friday—Saturday—Sunday, 7 a.m.-10 p.m.

340 North Causeway Blvd.
Mandeville
626-9047

Mother's Tavern

Mondaj Night
$2.50 Pitchers

Ladies Night
Tuesday & Thursday

Wendy's Night
Double Shot Bar Liquor
$1.00

Mondaj-Friday
Happy Hour: 4:30-6:30
Hi-Balls $1.00
Draft Beer 50¢

Sunday
$2.50 Pitchers
$1.00 Hi-Balls
All day

corner of
Carrollton & Maple.
"A step off the trolley."

Kill Zone presents:

The Rebels

"Home grown" Rock & Roll
AT IT'S VERY FINEST!

May
Desperate Saloon
Raceland
The Lobby — NCCOMB

Appearing on WRNO Rock Album II

Exclusive Management!

Ken Keene
Sea Cruise Productions
(504) 392-4615

For further information on concert dates call

Kill Zone Productions
(504) 581-7798
1233 Dryades Street
New Orleans, LA 70113

Also concert staging, sound reinforcement, mobile sound systems and more
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Thursday, 19
The Jive, Gallier Hall, 11:30 a.m. Free.
Bobby Vinton, Riverboat President. Tickets from Ticketmaster or New Orleans Steamboat Company.

Friday, 20
Priscilla/Chantoz, Gallier Hall, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Saturday, 21
Mardi Gras Chorus, Dixon Hall, Tulane, 8:30 p.m. Barbershop quartets, local and otherwise. Ticket information at 944-5553.

Sunday, 22
Anthony Brazon, Longue Vue Gardens, 6 p.m. The avant-garde saxophonist; ticket information at 488-5488.

Monday, 23
Majestic Brass Band, 1515 Poydras, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Tuesday, 24
Woodenhead, One Shell Square, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Wednesday, 25
Mount Pontchartrain String Band, Boggs Mall, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Thursday, 26
Allegro, Board of Trade Plaza, 11:30 a.m. Free.
Ario Guthrie & Shenendoah, Riverboat President, 10 p.m. Tickets from Ticketmaster or New Orleans Steamboat Company.

Friday, 27
Clyde Kerr's Big Band Sound Orchestra, Rivergate, Poydras Street entrance, 11:30 a.m. Free.

Saturday, 28
Chicago, LeRoux, UNO Baseball Field. Tickets and information from Ticketmaster.

THE ART

Aaron Hastings Gallery, 1130 St. Charles Ave., 523-7202. Through May 19, works by Randy Asprodt; May 21 through June 5, art by Lyle Byrd, Brea, and the Sundance Kid (Fassbinder's screening of new video works.
Academy Gallery, 525 Magazine, 899-8111. Through May 19, tapestries and fiber works by Harriet Quick; May 21 through June 9, the New Orleans Academy of Fine Art's Student Juried Exhibition.
Contemporary Arts Center, 900 Camp, 523-1216. Through June 12. Images of Kathy B., an exercise in artistic self-aggrandizement (with likenesses of Ms. B. by a number of artists and photographers; among them John Miller, Francie Rich, Skip Bolen, etc.), "Photography" photographs of body-builders; an exhibition of photographs by Josephine Sacabo.
Galerie Simonne Stern, 2727 Prytania, 896-3624. Through May 19, new work by John Opie and Randolf Ernst; May 21 through June 9, Robert Lyon and Georgia Ross, also responsible for our magazine's cover this month.
Galleria 539, 539 Blenville, 523-0655. Through the middle of this month, an exhibition by Pinamaze, in conjunction with the NOCA show.
Graphic Editions, 534 Charito St., 526-9513. Through May 12, "Other Life Forms," sculpture by accent artist, D. Nueno, who ought to know.
Jewish Community Center, 5342 St. Charles Ave., 897-0143. An exhibition of works by the New Orleans Calligraphy Association, through May 15.
Longue Vue Gardens, 7 Bamboo Road, 488-5488. An exhibition of a century's work by New Orleans cabaret creator Robert Kohlmaier Sr.
New Orleans Museum of Art, 2000 Camp, 523-7216. Through May 30, "Slaughterhouse Five" (Kurt Vonnegut's novel, with music by the late, great Glenn Gould), Films at 7 and 9, in various rooms on the 2nd Floor; 523-7216, $5.00 single admission.
Pitt Cinema, 6201 Elysian Fields Ave., 338-1611. Repertory films, but no confirmed schedule at press time.
Pyriatina, 5393 Prytania, 896-4513. Through May 5, "Veronika Voss" (Feistascher's penultimate film, derived vaguely from the career of Sybilis Schertz, under a former Great Star, reduced, during the middle Fifties, to begging on the streets in search of jewels and running morphine, with Rosal Zech, Hilmar Thate, Cornelia Frobes, Annamarie Dinger). May 6 through 15, "Come Back To The Five and Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean" (Robert Altman, the ballsiest of American directors, made this film of his Broadways flop; with Cher, Karen Black). May 20 through 26, "La Vie Continue" (directed by Moshe Mizrahi, personally we sensed, a clear case of any French film with "la vie" anywhere in its title); May 27 through June 5, "Moonlighting" (a gang of Polish wagering, suffers attacks in London, directed by Jerzy Skolimowski and with Jeremy Irons as the leader of the Polish crew).
The Inxs open for Adam Ant May 9 at the Saenger.

PEN CAYETANO, artist of Belize, at the CAC through May 8.

PLAYS

Beverly Dinner Theatre, 217 Lafayette, 337-4864. Through May 22, "Goodbye Charlie," a farce starring Ilene Fulton about a desirable womanizer who is reincarnated as a glamorous but venal female. Supper served with the play, matinees, reservations.
C.A.C., 500 Camp, 523-1216. May 12 through 28. "Living Together"; one of the plays from Alan Ayckbourn's Norman Conquest trilogy of social farces, dealing with intrigue, infidelity and the like; call the C.A.C. for ticket information.
Snug Harbor, 626 Franchon, 949-0866. May 16, "Don't Start Taking Or I'll Tell Everything I Know." John O'Neal's one-man monologue about his life as a spy in Europe, familiar to many. Junebug Jabbo Jones. A benefit for WWOZ; call the club for time and ticket details.
Starlight Festival Theatre, 523-1077, 523-1216. May 26 through 29 and June 2 through 4, Dad's Workshop play "Bet Espar," an historical fantasy about the rebellious slave/folk hero, Bronx Copper. To be staged in Armstrong Park; call the above numbers for information.
THE RHYTHM AND BLUES
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BONAPARTE'S RETREAT
UNEXPECTED MUSICAL SURPRISES NIGHTLY
THREE DART BOARDS
WEAKLY MONDAY NIGHT TOURNAMENT
TROPHIES - CASH PRIZES
EVERYONE WELCOME
LOCAL PRICES

1007 DECATURE ST.
561-9473

Baton Rouge
202 W. ST.
PHONE 385-0812
CLASSICAL
735 OCTAVIA ST.
PHONE 895-0357
NEW ORLEANS
5500 MAGAZINE ST.
PHONE 895-6713
THANKS TO PAUL LEE

LEISURE LANDING

DANO
II FLOOR

CLIMB THE STAIRS TO PART II OF OUR CONTEMPORARY CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES

Monday—Thursday 11-7
Friday—Saturday 11-7:30
Sunday Noon-6

918 ROYAL STREET
NEW ORLEANS

PARKVIEW DAVERN
FRIDAY, MAY 6
BOURRE
CAJUN BAND
SATURDAY, MAY 7
MASON RUFFNER
AND THE BLUES ROCKERS
FRIDAY, MAY 13
THE JIVE
SOUTHERN BOOGIE
FRIDAY, MAY 20
THE PRANKSTERS
RHYTHM AND BLUES
FRIDAY, MAY 27
THE JIVE
SATURDAY, MAY 28
OLIVER "WHO SHOT THE LALA" MORGAN
910 N. CARROLLTON
AT DUMAINE
482-2680
LIVE MUSIC

Bassin Street South, 501 Bourbon, 525-6167. Home base for Al Hirt, who is there more often than not, with band, horn and beard.

Best Exchange, 2300 Chartres, 944-9423. Video, bizarre DJ acompañamiento, new music, performance art, alternative art space. Barbara Hoover, your hostess.

Blue Room, in the Fairmont Hotel, 529-7711. Dinner, dancing, smoked glass, candleabaras on the tables, reservations and cover charge that match. Each day from 4 through 17. May 4 through 17. Ellia Fitzgerald, about whom comment would probably be superfluous. May 18 through 31. O.C. Smith, the son of Hickory Holliday's trump.


Bonparte's Retreat, 1037 Decatur, 551-9474. Sundays, the Pfister Sisters and several handfuls of harmony. Each day from 4 to 8:30, Ralph Cox at the piano.

Bounty, 1926 West End Park, 282-9144. The darkest and (seemingly) most sedate of West End clubs. Wednesdays, Fridays: Saturdays: Harvey Jesus and Frye.

Cafe Biria, 1011 Decatur, 561-9354. Pillanic accessory to such things as fried dill pickles, slams and Amaranth cheese. Harry Mayrone Jr., Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays, from 6, and on Sundays from 1 until 3. Stephen Long on Sunday evenings.

Cajun Country, 327 Bourbon. The Copes Brothers, Mondays through Wednesdays.


544 Club, 544 Bourbon, 523-6611. Wednesdays through Saturdays, Gary Brown and Feelings.


Koulahe's Old Place, 315 Bourbon, 525-6611. Happy Time Jazz Band, 9 to 1 a.m. Sundays through Thursdays.

Jamaican South Reggae Club, 330 St. Ody's, 561-6701. Call for information, located in the Old Spaghetti Factory.

Jimmy's, 8200 Willow, 866-9649. May 1: Jimmy's Junkane Carnival Revue, with the Saxon Superstars, Ralthe Munnings, Super Steel, and High Voltage. May 3 and 4: The Renegades, yet another of Leo Nocentelli and Zigaboo Modeliste's new ideas.


Larry's Villa, 4612 Quincy St., Metairie, 455-1223. Tuesdays through Sundays: Johnny Penno and Breeze.

Fresh & Juicy from Texas on Black Top Records

MEAT THE COLD CUTS!

Texas Rhythm 'n' Rock featuring the meaty sounds of
Jimmy Don Smith and
Little Junior One-Hand

Also available on Black Top Records
Anson Funderburgh and the Rockets
"Talk To You By Hand"—BT-1001

COMING SOON
Anson & the Rockets
"She Knocks Me Out"—TT-1022

Ronnie Earl and the Broadcasters
"Smoking"—BT-1023

P.O. Box 56691
New Orleans, LA 70156

YOUR GOLDEN OLDY HEADQUARTERS
Large selection of 45's, LP's, 8 tracks & cassettes
Featuring large selection of collector 45's & LP's starting at $2.00 and up

Special selection of Rock, Country and R&B LP's

COUPON
$1.00 off any oldie LP, 8 track or cassette at IS MUSIC

For all your music needs come see us. Everything we do

IS MUSIC
8700 W. JUDGE PEREZ DR.
CHALMETTE
279-1120

MUSICIANS:
Market Your Music On Stereo Cassettes!
Turn Your Idle Masters Into MONEY!

COMING SOON
Anson & the Rockets
"She Knocks Me Out"—TT-1022

Ronnie Earl and the Broadcasters
"Smoking"—BT-1023

P.O. Box 56691
New Orleans, LA 70156

BLACK TOP
Nationally distributed by Rounder Records

NEW ORLEANS BOOKING AGENCY
REPRESENTING:
Neville Brothers
The Backbeats
The Blue Vipers
Bas Clas
Spencer Bohren
Lee Dorsey
French Market Jazz Band
Anson Funderburgh & The Rockets
Jasmine
Li'l Queenie & Back Talk
John Mooney
John Rankin
Red Beans & Rice Revue
Zachary Richard Band
Rock-A-Byes
Woodenhead

NEW ORLEANS BOOKING AGENCY
is a full service booking agency providing the finest in New Orleans artists, as well as national & international talent and touring coordination.
P.O. Box 19004
New Orleans, LA 70179
(504) 899-0654
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2031 St. Charles, 524-0851. Thursdays to Saturdays, Joel Simpson.


Tony Deходят at the Jazz tent May 7.


Germaine Wells Lounge, 853 Bienville, 523-9633. Fridays and Saturdays, James Brown, Jim Singleton and Jeff Boudreaux.

LA CLUB


Enoch's—a Cafe, 8202 Desiard Street, Monroe, 318-349-8850. The Great Escape.

The Gibbon Street Lounge, Covington, 1-982-7057.

The Grant Street Dance Hall, 113 Grant Street, Lafayette, 318-322-9569. Harry's Club, 817 Parkway, Breaux Bridge, 318-332-9569.


The Oil Corner Bar, 221 Poydras, Breaux Bridge, 318-332-9512.

The Old Place, Old Town, Slidell. Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays: Great Escape.

Pappo Joe's, 12975 Florida Blvd., Baton Rouge, 1-273-2376.

Party Town, Military Road, Slidell, 1-649-9887


Scootti O's, 1025 Broad, Lake Charles, 318-436-6742.

Slick's Music Hall, Highway 31, St. Martinville, 318-394-3567.

Trinity's, Perkins Road, Baton Rouge, 1-389-9834. 24-hour concert line.

Wavelength's listings are a free, monthly public service. They are compiled by Margaret Williams and Jon Newlin. If you have information for us, please call 205-2342 for information.
CLASSIFIEDS

EXPERT DRUM INSTRUCTION, beginning to advanced, all styles—rudimental, orchestral, jazz, rock, Latin. Individual or class instruction. Call for appointment, Drum Studio, 523-2517.

HARD TO FIND RECORDS

We offer the best prices and fastest service, carrying the finest in New Orleans R&B, blues, jazz, reggae, bluegrass, old timey, British Isles and American traditional music and more, on domestic and imported labels. Send for our free 72 page catalog. ROUNDUP RECORDS, P.O. Box 147, Dept.W, East Cambridge MA 02141.

LIVING BLUES, America’s leading blues magazine; sample copy $.50, subscription (4 issues) $8. Living Blues, 2615 N.Wilton, Chicago IL 60616.

HARD TO FIND RECORDS

CLASSIC NEW ORLEANS R&B

We have the finest selection in the world—and a mail-order service to match. Send two 20¢ stamps for list of records and sample newsletter. DOWN HOME RECORDS, 10341 San Pablo Ave., El Cerrito CA 94530 USA.

SINGERS: Three-piece established band with interest of Big "1" and other local agents seeking new lead singer. Looking for soprano with powerful voice and stage presence, lots of maturity. Please act spontaneously as band's progress was on a fast roll when changes came. Call Sam 391-9757 or Holly 866-2417.

SERIOUS Rock 'n Roll drummer and rhythm guitar player in search of bass or lead guitar. Have a practice place. Call Chris, 522-6976, or Gary, 366-3083.

LEAD GUITARIST seeking group, looking to work with rock, R&B or Top 40 rock groups. Have transportation and equipment. Call Elliot at 279-7068.

FEMALE BLUES/ROCK vocalist with plenty of stage presence wants group. I want to pick up where Janis left off. Call Sharon 366-5261.

FOR SALE. All wood desk, loveseat, pictures. 498-6613, after 5 p.m.

PIANO SERVICE AND TUNING

Expert tuning and regulation on all types of acoustic and electric pianos. Fender Rhodes certified technician can modify your action to play easily. Buddy Ellis Productions 282-4787.

We are into original epic rock music similar to The Who. Pink Floyd, Jethro Tull. We seek one person who plays three instruments: guitar, bass, keyboards. For more info, call 834-6423.

THE RECORD ONE-STOP OLDIE-BUT-GOODIE QUESTION OF THE MONTH

What New Orleans artist had the original version of "I Won't Cry"? The first 50 correct answers to the above question will receive a free oldie-but-goodie album. Write w/ your answer c/o The Roadrunner, the Record One-Step, P.O. Box 547,Kenner LA 70063. The answer to last month's question was: Larry Williams did "Just Because."

GIUBANJOLINS!

Free catalog of guitars, banjos and mandolins by Gibson, Martin, Ovation, Guild, DeBourc, Yamaha, Kentucky in all price ranges. "I got it cheaper at Mandolin Brothers, 629-WL Forest, Staten Island, N.Y. 10316; 212-981-3226."

STONEES'S STUDIO

Multitrack Piano & Synthesizer included Call Stonee 467-3655

Stoney's Studio $15 an hr.

Call for additional listings

MAY LISTINGS

THURSDAY MAY 5

THE LIMIT

FRIDAY MAY 6

THE DITTY SEX DOG & TOXIN 3

SATURDAY MAY 7

HARMONICA MAY 7

HINDS BLUES BAND

THURSDAY MAY 12

THE ROGUES

FRIDAY MAY 13

THE LIMIT

SATURDAY MAY 14

NO THIN' PERSONAL

CALL FOR ADDITIONAL LISTINGS

ALL SHOWS 10:30

FOR INFORMATION 455-2123 - 24 HOURS

3712 HESSNER
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Shepard H. Samuels

Attorney at Law
Juris Doctor—Louisiana Civil and Entertainment Law Practice

899-3524

Every Sunday in May

At The Rose Tattoo
Tchoupitoulas at Napoleon
Across from Tipitina's

Atlantis

Jazz Funk Fusion

Booking Info: 861-8504

CONSULTANT TO THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN

Originator and coordinator/instructor in the non-credit music business program of the Division of Continuing Education of the University of New Orleans.

P.O. Box 13977
New Orleans, Louisiana 70185
504/482-4211

We have the information you need to succeed in the music business.

Production credits: GNP, Crescendo, Instant, Great Southern, Bandy. Clients and former students: Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown, Bill Cat, Porgy Jones


CONSULTANT TO THE MUSIC INDUSTRY DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN
STRAWL PLAYERS wanted—Keyboards—Bass—
Guitar—to form all female R&B band. Short-range
goal: Leigue goals: Travel/Recording. 
Only serious women need answer. Send resume &
phone (tape, if available) to: Lisa Kinger, 935 Royal,
'B' New Orleans LA 70116.

FOR SALE TEAC 4-track recorder w/ DBX and six
channel board. Also w/ heavy-duty roll around equip-
ment rack. Call Stone: (504) 467-3653.

EVER hear of the Bus Boys? We're looking for musi-
cians to form a rock 'n roll band. Call 949-6684.

WE MAIL-ORDER, export/import and distribute
worldwide all Louisiana and New Orleans labels.
Rhythm & Blues, Zydeco, Cajun, New Orleans Jazz.
Contemporary, New Wave and anything else the local
creative community invents in the meantime. We bring
New Orleans music to the world, giving service New
Orleans style: Half-Fast. Write or call John Bethelot,
Great Southern Record Co., Inc. (Home of the New
Orleans Sound®), Dept.XW, P.O. Box 1397, New
Orleans LA 70115. 504/482-4211. Write for available
catalogues; dealer inquiries invited.

OLDIES BUT GOODIES 45's available from The
Record One-Stop: $2 each, any 6 for $11, add $2 for
shipping and handling. Don & Dewey. Jelly Bean/I'm
Leavin' It All Up To You; Justin/Bim Bam; Kojo
Joe; I'm A Lover; Big Boy/Looner John; Harry
Byrne; Why Did I Say Goodbye? You Know I Love
You So; Raining; Lights Out; Tony Allen: Night Owl;
Johnny Fuller; Haunted House; Swept At The
Creek/Mary Rivers Mighty Sue; Little Richard;
Tutti Fruit/I'm Just A Lonely Guy; Lucille/SEND Me
Some Lovin'; Miss Ann/Jenny Jenny; Keep A
Knockin'/Can't Believe You Wanna Leave; Hey Hey
Hey/Good Money; Miss Molly; Long Tall Sally/Skip
pin' and Sidlin'; Ready Teddy/Rip It Up; All Around
The World/The Girl Can't Help It; She's Got It/Heebie
Jeebies; Shake A Hand/All Night Long; Cook
Your Scallions/True Mama; Guitar Slin': The
Things I Used To Do/Well I Done Got Over, I Got
Sometin' For You/You're Gonna Miss Me; Later
For You/Don't Worry; Wyonna Carr: Please Mr.
Talier; Nursery Rhyme Rock; Clinton Clenier;
The Cat's Dreamin'/Squareshow Boogie; Lloyd Price:
Lawdy Miss Clardy/Meilman Blues; Restless
Hearts/Ooh Ooh Oooh; Country Boy Rock/rock
'n' Roll Dance; Stranger Lee/Personality; Frankie
Ford; Roberta/Sex Craze; Chris Kenner: Packin' Up;
Jimmy Clinton: Go Jiggy Go/I Trusted You; Venus
In Blue Jeans; Just A Dream; Dixie Cups: Chole Of
Lil Bfly Smith; Rockin' Pneumonia; High Blood
Pressure/Don't You Just Know It; Havin' A Good
Time/We Like Birdland; Lee Allen: Walkin' With Mr.
Lee; Lee Dorsey: Ya Ya; Bobby Marchan: There Is
Someone Else/Oh Little Heart; But One/One
Do/You Always Hurt The One You Love, Ain't Got
No Home; Bobby Charles: See You Soon Baboon;
Later Alligator; Rod Bernard: This Should Go On
Forever; James River: Just A Closer Walk With
Thee; Beeson Spellman: Lipstick Traces/Fortune
Teller; Earl King; Those Lonely Lonely Nights; Trick
Bag; Aaron Neville: Tell It Like It Is; Watin' At
The Station Art Neville: Goh Whee Baby; The Whiffen
poof Song; Cha-Dooky Doo/Zing Zing; All These
Things; Big Boy Myles: Just To Hold My Hand/Hickory Dickory Dock; Larry Williams: Slow
Down/Dizzy Miss Lazy; The Honky-Koo/The
Durem; Bony Morone/You Bug Me Baby; Short Fat
Fanine/High School Dance; Just Because; Irma
Thomas: I Did My Part/I'm Raining; Ernie K-Doe:
Hitter-In-Law; Tain't It The Truth/Hello My
Lover; Eddie Powees: A Gypsy Woman; Chuck Con-
eaux: Bells In My Heart; Professor Lonharm: Big
Chief; Allan Collay: Last Chance; Hawthetts:
Marl Gun/Manchester, Inc.: Second Line; The Meters:
Hey Pocky Way; They All Aged For You; Bobby
Moore's Rhythm Aces: Try My Love Again/Search-
ing For My Baby; Barbara Lynn: You'll Lose A
Good Thing, dozens and dozens more. Send orders to:
The Road Runner, c/o The Record One-Stop, P.O. Box
547, Kenner, LA. 70063.

EXPERIENCED female vocalist seeks working,
serious-minded band. Versatile singer. Rock and New
Wave preferred. Call Kathy 467-4569.

ESTABLISHED drummer into heavy metal. If in-
terested, call Gary, 368-3083.

ALL the best 8'10's: Marilyn Monroe, James Dean,
Bogart, Garland, Oz, Crawford, Bette Davis, nearly
two hundred more. Send for fully illustrated catalogue
$2 and receive an 8'10 free. Benny Naghi, Department
A-6, 7200 South Claiborne, New Orleans LA 70118.

NEW ORLEANS ROCK 'N' ROLL
Those oldies but goodies! If you're looking for those
special records that you can't find anywhere else,
send to The Record One-Stop, P.O. Box 547, Kenner LA 70063. We have one of the largest stocks of oldie-but-goodie
records in the South.

STRONG PLAYERS wanted—Keyboards—Bass—
Guitar—to form all female R&B band. Short-range
goal: Leigue goals: Travel/Recording. 
Only serious women need answer. Send resume &
phone (tape, if available) to: Lisa Kinger, 935 Royal,
'B' New Orleans LA 70116.
The Backbeats are beginning work on an EP... The Delta Hurricanes, a hot L’usiana band, will open for Leon (Shootout On The Plantation) Russell on May 29 at his Trinity’s gig in Baton Rouge... John Lomax III, of the famous musicological Lomax family, wrote in his syndicated column Country Rhythms, about Shreveport’s A-Train: "...When tiny Miki Honeycutt jumps onstage mid-set, the A-Train slips into an altogether higher gear. Miss Honeycutt is a world-class singer who could match vocal chops with anyone alive...and if there is any room left in this world for a truly awesome talent, she’ll soon get a national record deal."

While the Marsalis family may rival such musical dynasties as those of the Bachs and the Scarlattis and the Nevilles, and while everyone has heard of Ellis, Wynton and Branford—virtuosi on piano, trumpet and saxophone respectively—everyone so far has overlooked Jason, the youngest Marsalis, currently in kindergarten at the Howard Montessori School, 3601 Camp; the Howard School will hold its first Fair, May 14 beginning at 11 a.m., and besides it Space Walk, the park of red beans and rice, booths and raffles and a pony ride, there is also going to be some piano continuo for all of this by daddy Ellis... Back in January, we wrote here that Touche, an all-girl band, was looking for some musicians to round out the act and they still are: a lead guitarist and a drummer or keyboardist; if interested, call Susan Schanzbach at 466-1107... WWOZ-FM is presenting a two-part documentary on Bob Marley later this month; the first installment is May 21 at 8:30 while the final is May 28 at the same time; that’s 90.7 on your dial... And speaking of matters round the Caribbean, New Orleans’ Heritage Hall Jazz Band represented the U.S. (both the first and sole inclusions) at the second Caribbean Festival, held March 3–6 on Jamaica’s coral isle.

What New Orleans event promises such diverse delights as Margaret Orr, Dr. Roy Menninger of the you-know-which clinic in Topeka, Paul Prudhomme, British peer and photographer Patrick Lichfield and Mikhail Baryshnikov? La Fete ‘83, that’s what; it all begins July 1, but if you simply can’t wait and have to know more now, call La Fete’s office at 525-4145... And hats off to the following, all born in the merry month of May: drummer Paul Barbarin (May 5), that local composer of elaborate exotica, Louis Moreau Gottschalk (May 8), Larry Williams, the heavy date of such wild and wilful women Bony Morone, Dizzy Miss Lizzy and Fat Fannie (May 10), soprano saxophonist without equal Sidney Bechet (May 14), who ended his days peacefully as the king of French music-hall, Zutty Singleton, long Louis Armstrong’s drummer (May 15), bassman "Pops" Foster, so nicknamed less for his paternal appearance than for the subsequently much-imitated sound he made a string bass produce (May 19), bassist Chester Zardis, long a fixture at Preservation Hall (May 27) and Tommy Ladnier, along with Armstrong, the greatest of New Orleans trumpet players bar none, but who died all too early (at 39) without ever becoming the Great Name he should have (May 28), and a nod of the peeled hand to that perennial local favorite St. Dymphna, who is the patroness of mental and nervous disorders and whose feast is May 15.

WWNO-FM begins its annual Membership Drive on May 18 and continues through May 31; those who regularly tune in to their jazz/opera/public information/ classical programming ought to pledge and keep those phones busy; the station would also appreciate volunteer help in answering the phones and processing new memberships. Mail them the hours and day and job you’d like at the following address: Marathon ‘83, WWNO-FM, University of New Orleans—Lakefront, New Orleans 70148... The New Orleans Booking Agency (which handles such acts as Spencer Bohren, the Blue Vipers, John Mooney and the Bluesiana Band, as well as bookings for the Neville Brothers) has expanded to include Jay Gernsbacker (former drummer with the legendary Raizin’ Caine) as director of booking operations... Mr. Bill, that controversial local comic creation, now has his own videogame, Mr. Bill’s Neighborhood, which sounds something like Froger to us: "speeding traffic, streets with dead end alleys, and the ever-present Mr. Hands who will grab you and push you toward the worst fate of all—Stuggl!"... Sherman Bernard, entrepreneur and piano tuner, recently gigging with the Copas Brothers—he was featured on their just-released album.

Star Search, a nationally syndicated talent-hunt show (now that Arthur Godfrey’s gone, someone has to do these things), is beginning in the fall and needs audition tapes to choose who will be on the show (categories are solo singer; groups; comedians; actors; dancers; TV models); Teletechniques, a local TV production facility, will make you a professional audition tape if you think a star is born every morning when you look in the mirror; the address is 5800 Plaquemines Court, the phone number is 933-442... The Hired Hand, in Harahan, is closed for a month on renovation, and will reopen as a contemporary/oldies club.

Capricorn Records, which in the past (as an Atlantic subsidiary) brought us all the Allman Brothers and Wet Willie, among others, has resurrected, again with Phil Walden as president, but this time under the aegis of Columbia Records. First release is Sweet Young Thing by Rick Christian and promised are LPs by the diminutive Steve Marriott and The Attitudes, a group from Jacksonvile.

Woodenhead, prepping their second album, will play June 2 and 3 at the Public Theatre in New York City, as part of a "New York/New Orleans Music Festival," combining Big Apples with Mirlitons. Stay tuned for more. The Galaxy Show Band is already being touted by Byron St. Cyr of Crescent Distribution Co. as "the Band of the Future." Crescent, which distributes Miller Beer locally, has made deals with both Galaxy and Zebra in return for promotional considerations that will, hopefully, attract more young beer drinkers to the "Champagne of Bottled Beers"... HollyGrove, a New Orleans group whose romantic sound reminds many of Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes in their heyday, has released an impressive first album entitled New Orleans’ Best Kept Secret, but oddstakers say it won’t be any secret much longer.

The Governor’s Conference on Music Industry will be held June 25 and 26 at the International Hotel (didn’t think Dave and Dodie were so interested) among those attending are Chris Blackwell from Island, Pete Bennett, promo man for the Beatles/Stones, Nancy Jeffreys of RCA, Steve Blank formerly with the Morris Agency and now with the Henry Miller Co. (no, not the one who wrote Tropic of Cancers), Mickey Ishner of CBS, Hub Atwood and Joe DeGeralamo of the William Tanner Company in Memphis to help out with jingles, and Skip Godwin of Sea-Saint.

On a gloomy note, our hearts go out to Exuma, the obelisk, who suffered a serious heart attack while performing at the Old Absinthe Bar on April 20; we know our wishes and prayers join many others that he makes a rapid and complete recovery.
SOUND ON WHEELS STEREO
Automotive Audio Specialists

SPECIALS

PANASONIC
The Panasonic Composer 50 watt
EQ-Booster, 7-Band, LED, meter and
front to rear fader $89.00

Panasonic CQ-682 In-dash am/fm
cassette, 5 presets and radio
monitor. $169.00

SONY
Sony XS-101 4 inch round two-way
speaker, $36.00 pair

EXCALIBUR
Excalibur EX-1064 100 watt 6x9 tri-
axial rear deck speakers. $59.95 pair

455-2058 4241 Veterans Blvd. 455-3995
FRANKIE FORD

"THE NEW ORLEANS KING OF ROCK N’ROLL"

IS HAPPENING!

His new hit single on SYC Records

MY PRAYER

SYC # 1228

b/w “Gospel Ship”

Produced By Southern Yat Club of Louisiana, Inc.

526 St. Louis Street • New Orleans, LA 70130 • Phone 504/522-4600

SYC RECORDS • Division of Southern Yat Club of Louisiana, Inc.

526 St. Louis St. • New Orleans, LA 70130

- Night Clubs
- Concerts
- Dances
- Fairs
- Television
- Movies

Hit Records:
- Sea Cruise
- You Talk Too Much
- Alimony
- Let Them Talk
- Seventeen

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT
KEN KEENE
SEA CRUISE PRODUCTIONS
P.O. Box 1830
Gretna, LA 70053
Phone 504/392-4615

FRANKIE FORD

"GROWING PAINS"

SYC LPS 2803

- Appearances -
  - Friday April 29
    CIVIC CENTER
    Thibodaux, Louisiana

  - Saturday April 30
    1:45 PM
    NEW ORLEANS JAZZ & HERITAGE FESTIVAL

  - Saturday April 30
    10:00 PM
    HAWG’S SALOON
    Chalmette, Louisiana
    FRANKIE FORD & THE RHYTHM KINGS

  - Friday May 27
    7:00 PM
    RICHIE’S
    Kenner, Louisiana
    with the
    RHYTHM KINGS

Distributed By All South • 1924 Lafayette Street • New Orleans, LA 70113
also available at: Smith’s, Peaches, Warehouse, Sound Warehouse, Adam’s Records, Jim Russell’s Gramophone, Mushroom, Tape City, Canal Records, Southern Records, Record & Video

INCLUDED ON FRANKIE FORD’S NEW ALBUM ON SYC RECORDS
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